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Savin' It

Ellen's fifteen year-old son Michael comes home from school with a signed

declaration that he's going to retain his virginity until marriage, written on a fake
parchment scroll, emblazoned with a floral logo. He explains that a group talked to his
tenth grade class about the merits of abstinence until marriage.
"They asked if any of us wanted to sign virginity pledges. Like everybody did."

He asks in a sarcastic tone, "Aren't you proud of me?"
Michael's short brown hair is nearly invisible beneath his baseball cap, reminding

her of how he once looked, wrapped in a woolly blanket in her arms. He's tall and slightly
gawky, with a long jaw and dropping arms and his father's blue eyes. Pride is not what she
feels. Signing a contract to wait until marriage--the idea actually revolts her.
"Tell me again what this is about," she says, as she reaches up to get two glasses

and a pitcher of juice. She nods towards the table and he sits down beside her. The kitchen
is pleasantly warm this late afternoon hour, sunlight coming in with a view of Mount

Hood, highlighting a wicker basket of dried flowers in the corner and a framed picture of
Michael, Ellen, and his younger sister Caitlin on vacation at Disneyworld. A large island

with a stove and counter space dominates the room. She's tried to give the place a
comforting, homey aspect with brass pots and pans hanging, throw rugs and adobe pots. It
amuses her to think this is the house for a happy family, even though there's no daddy.
"It's no big deal. There's this group called Savin' It," Michael continues. "They go

around to schools and make some presentations about chastity, you know? Waiting until
you get married to--"
Ellen nods vigorously.

"You write your future fiancee--whoever she might be--a letter, seal it, and the
group keeps it for you. Saying how you're gonna wait until you meet this perfect person,
your soulmate, and you're gonna give them this wonderful gift you can only give once."
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Perfect person. Just the idea makes her back stiffen.

"And not get exposed to AIDS or any other nasty diseases," she offers, trying to
consider all this in a positive light.

"Right! Not only does it mean more because you waited, but then you don't get
AIDS or pregnant."
"Well, that's wonderful, honey. We wouldn't want you to get pregnant."
He gives her a sarcastic squint and she continues, "I'm glad you decided this is
what you want. Is this a religious group, or something? Who exactly are they?"
Michael pushes his cap back with his long fingers, his shirt hanging loosely on his

frame. He and his peers favor oversized clothes that resemble dropcloths.
"Ummm, I'm not sure. But the guys all signed 'em. I'm gonna write the letter
tonight and bring it in tomorrow."
"What letter?"

"The letter to my future wife. Saying I'm gonna wait for her."

Michael doesn't smile as he says this; her divorce seven years ago has seemed to

sober him on marriage. Not long before, he'd told her he couldn't understand how people
could get married, anyway, since it was so permanent. She can't imagine him or any of his
friends having sex. Although they all shave and have deep voices now, they go out in

groups, giggle in the presence of the opposite sex, and as far as she can tell, worry more
about video games than about girls. She doesn't want to think about him having sex,
anyway; she'd always thought it would happen naturally, without her knowledge or
consent.

"Sweetie, marriage isn't about finding the perfect person," she says. "It's about real
people living together working through real problems. It's not all romance and flowers."

"You just say that because yours didn't work out."
This is one of those times when she has to count to ten.
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"Well, it didn't fail because of when we did or didn't have sex," she says in a raised

voice. "It was more complicated. Sometimes when you get married you just don't know
what life has in store for you. How people will change."
"You mean Dad got tired of you."
Ellen stands up so she can be taller than his seated figure. She clamps her

outstretched fingers down on the table.

"Alrightenough! I won't allow you to talk to me like that, Michael; I don't care
how old or how smart you think you are. Your father and I split up because we weren't
right for each other to begin with, okay? Your father's much happier now, and so am I.
Even though the marriage wasn't meant to be, I have you and your sister. So I consider it
a success."

Michael nods without looking at her.

"And we didn't do or not do things because some religious cult told us to."
"It's not a cult."

Sometimes she thinks the divorce embarrasses him, a testament to adult
irrationality and inability to keep everything neat, predictable. She should have had all

these loose ends tied up by the time she had children; she was supposed to have known

better. Not being able to save your own marriage, to captain your own vessel through the
rapids, must seem like an unforgiveable sin, a triumph of laziness, self-indulgence over

foresight and prudence. At least to someone so young and inexperienced he can still
speculate on what marriage- -and loss of virginity- -will someday be like. She can tell he

thinks it will be different for him: he'll be able to keep things under control.

************************* **********
Signing a vow of abstinence until marriage couldn't have been farther from her

own experience. In the late '60s, sex before marriage was a rite of passage. She'd lost her
virginity at sixteen- -not to the boy she loved (who showed no interest in her), but to his
best friend out of spite. It's become a seldom-visited memory: a painful encounter in the
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woods behind a backyard barbecue, while "Groovy Kind of Love" blasted from a
transistor radio, competing with the sporadic zaps of a purple bug-buzzer lamp.
Things improved. At her college and in that unfocused time immediately afterward,

sex was a way to define herself, to assert independence. Like everyone else, Ellen went on
the pill. She laughed with her friends at their mothers, waiting for wedding nights, stuck
with one man for the rest of their lives. Not Ellen's friends: they tried out many lovers,
even some of the same sex, just to prove how open-minded they were. Ellen might've too,
if she hadn't found herself married at 25 to the first man who took her seriously, who
spoke of building a family and long-term plans.

Those long-term plans nagged at her now. That pledge, that arrogant yet innocent
belief that you met someone and it lasted forever, allowed no exploration before settling
down, no fallibility for the institution of marriage, no room for errors in judgment. There

was no provision for the person who seemed right at 21, as if he'd be able to keep up with
you throughout your life, respect and never get tired of you, to change his mind. Or for
you to change yours.

************************* **
She's been seeing Chip Fisher, also a divorced parent in his mid-'40s, for three

years. They're both comfortable with things as they are, scared to risk marriage again.
Michael and Caitlin must know what goes on when Chip sleeps over. Ellen and their father
never formally set an agenda about sex education; they'd give the children information

when they asked. He told her later in a phone call that he talked to Michael about sex
during a summer visit, when the boy was ten. He had immediately followed this with

admonitions about AIDS and how responsible adults used condoms. Ellen had shaken her
head over the new prohibition "without condoms," instead of "without marriage."
Caitin, two years younger, heard about sex from friends when she was seven and
asked, "Mommy, is this really true?"
Ellen nodded and Caitlin said, "EEEWWW! I'm never doing that!"
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***************************
Ellen calls the school. A cheerful administrator puts her on hold--an all-'70s radio

station the school uses as muzak--and she endures Rod Stewart wheezing: "If you think
I'm sexy/and you want my body--" A programming person finally comes on the line. She
tells Ellen briskly about groups who make wellness presentations in the school.

"In light of AIDS awareness and other health issues, we invite a number of
organizations to come in and inform our students," she announces.
"And is Savin' It connected to anything religious? It sounds like a fundamentalist
group or something," Ellen says. "I'm concerned, that's all."
"This is a public school. We respect the religious and ethnic orientations and
diversity of our student body."

"Do you have their address? A phone number? I can contact them myself," Ellen
offers.

She hears the woman sniff, probably annoyed that a parent, who should've been
calmed by such a contract, was questioning it. In a cold voice, she reads an address in
Dallas, Texas. Bingo! Fundamentalists. The Christian Right.

Perhaps she should've given the kids more of a spiritual foundation; it seems
inevitable that they would search for one themselves. One of the few things she and
Michael's father had agreed on was to raise the children without religious baggage. He
had been the offspring of disenchanted Catholics. Her parents, an indistinct amalgam of

ethnic groups, had defaulted on religious exposure and just had a Christmas tree. God is a
concept she trots out once in a while and reconsiders, like a hobby she might take up when
there's time.

************************* **
Ellen tries to make light of Savin' It when she tells Chip, hiding how nervous the
whole thing is making her. "Doesn't it sound like something out of some monastery:
Poverty, chastity, obedience'?"
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Sitting on the edge of her bed, Chip takes off his Buddy Holly glasses to rub his
eyes. He comes from a background of boat shoes without socks, and there's a Beat le-like
boyishness to the cut of his fading blonde hair. He's short, with deeply lined skin that
shows too many years on water. He sells mutual funds with socially responsible stocks and

sends his kids to a Vermont prep school that composts and grows its own produce.
There's something earnest and idealistic about him, a flawed human being truly struggling

to make an honorable way in the world, that she loves.
"I don't think there's anything wrong with it per se, Ellen," he says. "It's the spin
you're putting on it, like he's joined a cult."

She stands in front of the mirror to take off her make-up.
"This is probably every mother's dream. I should be happy, right?"

"Well, it beats having him join a gang. You might want to find out what he expects

to get out of it."
"Or not get."
"Oh, he'll meet some dish like his mom and hell reconsider. Just you wait," Chip
says.

She takes her earrings off and brushes her hair. She's been rinsing out the grey,
keeping it close to the black she was born with, and staying in shape with step aerobics.
Even though working out at the gym makes her feel strong and capable, she fords herself
offended when people express disbelief over her age: "You look so young!" What does
young mean, anyway? Why shouldn't she enjoy being in her forties, or even later on, in her
sixties?

"What a dumb name: 'Savin' It.' It's so purposely trashy, with that left off 'g,'" Ellen
says.

"I'm surprised Michael doesn't say it's 'cheesy."' Chip leans back on the bed, arms
crossed under his head, and smiles.
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"Can you imagine writing a letter pledging yourself to some beloved you haven't

yet met? Imagine the faith it takes to do that. To believe you ever will," she says, wiping
her eyelids with moisturizer.

"It's kind of restrictive and idealistic at the same time. Good thing I didn't wait
until I met the love of my life to have sex."
"Why do you say that?"

"Look how old I was when I met you."

"Chip!" She turns around to look at him and he throws a pillow at her.
"Maybe Michael will have to save it 'till he's old and gray," he speculates. "And

bald. What about gay people? What do they do, wait until they can get a same-sex
marriage?"

Ellen laughs. "I don't think Savin' It would condone being gay."

"Those poor kids. Full of hormones and prohibitions. Not like when we were
young, eh?" He stretches and yawns.
"What do you mean?"

"You know, all the fun we had? Or were supposed to be having? I have to tell you,
even at the height of the sexual revolution, before AIDS and all...I never felt like things

were any easier. Or that there was more access to sex."
"Too bad for you," she says, grabbing his waist, secretly glad.

************************* **
The literature from Texas comes when Michael's at baseball practice. Ellen's home,
working in her basement office on her fmancial consulting. Caitlin, loud where her brother

is quiet and threatening to gain on him in height, sprawls in front of the TV, picking at a
muffin. She takes after Ellen, adrift in clutter and paper.

"I told you not to eat in here. You got crumbs all over the rug," Ellen says,
exasperated at herself for sounding like a crabby parent.
"I'll clean it up after this."
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"No Caitlin, do it now. This idiocy can wait," Ellen says, clicking off the remote.

"Mo-om!" Caitlin gets up. "Hey, what is that?" She points to the Savin' It logo.
"Never mind," Ellen mutters. She rips open the envelope in the kitchen, but
Caitlin's reading over her shoulder.

Savin' It is a non-profit foundation dedicated to the affirmation and
preservation of the sanctity of marriage. We believe that making a choice
to remain abstinent until marriage strengthens the commitment toward that

union, and deepens its meaning and beauty. Even those who have come to
regret a decision to engage in premature sexual activity may sign a Savin' It

letter of Chastity addressed to their future spouse, sealing lovingly and kept
secure in our annals until the wedding day.

"What is that, Mom? You're not going to make me sign some religious letter, are
you?"

"No, it's not about you. Your brother's involved with this group."
"Well, you better set him straight. Summer of love and all, right?" She winks.

"What's that supposed to mean?"

"You know, your generation. I know about the sixties," she says. "When you were
young."

Caitlin loves pop culture, its stereotypes and myth. She'd asked Ellen if she'd ever
been a "hippie." Ellen, thinking of the bellbottom pants and Mexican ponchos she wears in
some family pictures, had said yes.

Caitlin giggles and runs out of the room, and Ellen hears her switch on MTV
videos where male dancers simulate sex. Ellen can remember Elvis on Ed Sullivan,

restricted to waist-up camera angles because of his gyrating. Even in the '60s, she
remembers, the Rolling Stones had to change the lyrics of "Let's Spend the Night

Together" to "Let's spend some time together."
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There's nothing in the Savin' It literature about God, Jesus, or any kind of church.
Several smiling cartoon couples with wedding rings hold hands; a man lifts a laughing

baby while his adoring wife looks on. It seems this would be good for a teenaged boy. She
can't explain her uneasiness.

***************************
At dinner that night, she asks Michael, "You won't be required to go to church
now, or anything, will you?"

"Mom, give me a break. Why do you keep thinking this is about religion? Just
because when you were young, people had no morals and marriage didn't mean anything?
Kids are just more serious now, that's all. I told you, everybody signed it."
Ellen clears her throat. "You're saying I have no morals?"
The kitchen is warm from the chicken roasting in the oven, smelling of potatoes
and rosemary. Despite her premarital sex, and the divorce no one ever foresees when they
marry, she's created the kind of home she never thought she would.
"No-ho," he laughs, wiping his forehead. "I just know that during the '60s and
everything, when you were young, things were different."

"Things are always different from the generation before. But that doesn't mean
everything people did then was wrong and everyone now is right."
Ellen considers the current media image of the years of her youth: sex, drugs,
people protesting the war. Kids torching buildings, dropping out. But lives went on while
Newsweek covered Kent State; people married, made bad decisions, some took the bar
exam. For every crazy sexual encounter she'd had, there'd been a day when she hated her

boss or worried about doing her taxes.
"Not everyone was running around in communes having free love and smoking

dope. Or demonstrating against the war. You should've heard my cousin, the one who was
too asthmatic to go to Vietnam- -what a hawk. I hate those stereotypes."
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"Well, you would know which ones are true," he says in that snotty tone she's
heard his friends use.

"That's right -I'm old," Ellen says, with sarcasm. "I grew up way back then; can
you believe I'm still alive without a respirator? I can remember Davy Crockett coonskin

caps and hula hoops and getting our first TV."
"Mom! That is so cool!" Caitlin says.

"Marriage has to mean something. Otherwise, there's no incentive to stay in it,"
Michael says, reaching for another sourdough biscuit.
"Pig," Caitlin says.

"Michael, people don't stay in a marriage just because it was the first person they
slept with. I'm not saying what you're doing is wrong. But I don't like the connection
you're trying to make between this and my divorce."

"What connection? You're the one who brings this up every two seconds. I think

you're obsessed with sex. Maybe if Savin' It had been around when you were a kid"
She leans forward, glaring at him, waiting for him to say something further.
"Oh forget it." He slaps his leg.

She is obsessed with that stupid contract. It's dawning on her why it bothers her so
much: the idea of waiting for that one special person, your spouse, to give yourself to, and
there will never be anyone else. It means forever, that marriage equals forever. It doesn't
account for people changing, for cutting eternity short when real life circumstances
intervene.

***************************
Nothing will be different from now on, nothing she can see. Michael will go to
school, come home, play baseball, and hang out with his friends. This contract will not
affect his day-to-day life. But everything feels different now, as if her child will join the

gypsies when he reaches a certain age.
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On a Saturday morning, Ellen and Chip are awakened by Michael's stereo blasting
some rap group, the type of music that calls women "bitches" and "hos." No prohibitions
there. This is the day she likes to relax, go down to breakfast in her bathrobe. Chip's

putting on shorts and one of her t-shirts.
She says, "Can't you wear something a little more--"
"What?"

"Well, dignified? As if you didn't just get out of bed?"

"Ellen, it's Saturday. I did just get out of bed. I think it would look a little funny if I
went downstairs in a suit."

"Fine." She puts on sweatpants before she goes downstairs.
The kids have always liked Chip. He doesn't take Michael fishing, but he has more

patience than their father, never corrects their speech or forgets their birthdays, as their
father once had Caitlin's.

Michael's sprawled at the table, head down. "I thought you guys would never get
up. I'm starving."

"Is that why you woke us with your broadcast?" Ellen asks. "Has it ever occurred
to you to fix your own breakfast? Maybe even make breakfast for us for a change?"
"Nope." He leans back, mouth open, feigning death. From the den, they can hear
Caitlin's music videos.

When she finishes making the omelettes, she puts Michael's plate in front of him

and he eats studiously, not looking up or speaking, with the concentration of a starved
dog. In less than three minutes, he's cleaned his plate and left the room. She hears the front
door slam behind him.

"At least I've trained him to bring the plate to the sink. We'll work on actual
mealtime speech next."

She piles the plates into the dishwasher. "I've alienated him by opposing this Savin'

It thing he's into, I know."
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"Ellen, he signed it and forgot it. You're the one who keeps mentioning it."
All males must feel they have to protect each other.
"Thanks for your support, hon," she says.
He gets up and puts an arm on her shoulder. "I know you're feeling really guilty
lately, about this sex outside of marriage thing. He's just a kid, looking for stability
wherever he can find it."

"I know, I know. But this thing--it's so creepy! It makes me feel like a bad
mother."

Chip takes his glasses off to scratch his eyes. "Savin' It does? I don't see the
connection."

She waves, hoping he'll drop the subject. "For getting the divorce, for not sticking

it out with one person. Not that the person I married was the right one. But you know, the
idea that you can find that right one, and know it. Never mind, it's silly."

Chip shakes his head, and reaches his hand out. "I don't think Michael thinks you're
a bad mother. It's just adolescence."
He doesn't understand, so she smiles. "Yes, you're right. More coffee?"

************************* **
About three weeks later, Michael tells her he's going to a party with friends, on a
Friday night. She gives him the usual twelve o'clock curfew speech, tells him not to get in
a car with a drunk driver.
Caitlin has gone to bed and she and Chip have nodded off in front of a movie,
when he stirs and wakes her at one a.m. Michael still hasn't come in.

"Let's just go to bed," Chip says.
She can't sleep, even with Chip holding her. She imagines hospital emergency

rooms, stoned kids steering a car into a ravine, and that smell of ether and panic, the
middle-of-the-night flourescent brightness of hospitals where someone you love is dying.
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At two-thirty, the downstairs door opens, and something falls over. She shakes Chip's
shoulder.
"Oh God, it better be him."

"Want me to go down?" he offers.
"Let's both." He squeezes her hand.
"Michael. Where have--" She flips on the hall light. Michael's sprawled on the

floor. His eyes are red and there's vomit all over his matted hair. Chip leans over to help
him up, and Michael pushes him in the chest.
"Getoffme! You're not my dad."
"Michael, what the hell have you been doing?" Ellen asks.
"I'm fine. Just leave me al0000ne."

"I guess your contract didn't say anything about not getting shit-faced," she says
without smiling. "You stink."
Michael tries to sit up, grabbing the wall. "I'm okay."
Chip reaches down for him, but Michael pushes him away.

"I said get off, man! You're not my dad! You're not even married to my mom, for
Christsake."
"Since he's not your father and your father's in Virginia, we'll leave you here,"
Ellen says, in a shaking voice.

"What's going on?" Caitlin calls from the top of the stairs.
"Nothing. Go back to bed," Chip says.

Ellen gnaws on her thumbnail, staring at her son, who's sitting with his back
against the wall, long legs splayed before him.
"Welcome to the troubled adolescent years," Chip says.
"Can we really leave him here like this? He'll stink up the whole house," Ellen says,

registering how odd it is that she's asking Chip for parental directions.
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"I'll give it one more try," Chips says, and this time he holds out his hand to
Michael. "I'm not your father. But I'm still qualified to help you up the stairs."
Michael shakes his head, but holds out his hand, and Chip pulls him up, nearly
falling over as Michael sways next to him, a good five inches taller. Together, they slowly

negotiate the stairs. Ellen follows them to the top.
"Put him under the shower?" Chip suggests.
"Let him sleep and wash it off himself in the morning."

************************* **
When Ellen wakes that next day, it is with the feeling of disaster she needs to
remember, something hanging over her head. Michael. Discipline.

Chip is sitting up beside her, already getting out of bed. "I have things to do for the
boat. It's almost that time."
She's not sure if he really does or just wants to let her deal with Michael by herself.

Done with her breakfast, Ellen is reading the paper over the last of the coffee, and
Caitlin's already left the house when Michael comes down at eleven.

He's got the baseball cap on and looks like himself. He grunts and sits down.
Ellen remembers the days of being too young to have a hangover--the elasticity of youth.
"Well, I'm looking forward to your explanation about last night. I'm sure it's an
interesting story."
Reaching across the table for margarine and grabbing three rolls, he says, "No
story. I don't really remember, okay? I know I messed up."

"Too bad you didn't sign a contract not to abuse your body. Or to get in a car with
a drunk driver."

"Peter drove us homehe was sober."
"How would you have known?" She shakes her head. "I think it's a bit hypocritical,
don't you? This Savin' It? You can get completely polluted on liquor but you can't--"
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"This has nothing to do with that, Mom! Why are you always bringing it up? You
want me to not drink and screw every girl I can? Would that make you happier?"
"No! I just want to see you learn to make healthy choices in your life. Behave in a
way that's healthy and consistent."
She's lying to him now. She's still harping on Savin' It but she knows the

connection she's made is weak and she's losing ground. Yelling to him about that stupid

contract to argue that she's a good mother, even though forever didn't work in her case.
************************* **
She grounds him for a month instead and has to pick him up after baseball practice.
He finds ways to make this as unpleasant for her as it is for him.
"Could I put the radio on?" Michael leans over and hits a button, and angry music
blasts out, a man yelling, "I want to--" a beep and then "- -you like an animal!"
"Cool! Nine Inch Nails!" Michael yells.

"Just make it lower, okay?"
"Yeah, yeah, yeah."

Ellen hears an echoes of the '60s in those words, of the Beatles, but decides not to
sing the song aloud. It would only annoy him and Michael wouldn't know it anyway. He's

too young.
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Descent

As if they were small children still, Nancy and Ross sat in the backseat behind their

parents on the way to cousin Stephanie's wedding. At twenty-one, Stephanie was the first
of the family's younger generation to get married. At thirty-five and thirty-two, Nancy and

Ross were the last of the old generation not to be.
"Watch this spread," Nancy's father said, as he negotiated Saturday afternoon

gridlock on the way to the North Shore country club. "I bet Morty drops a bundle."
"The family she's marrying into makes him look poor," her mother said.

Stephanie's intended had graduated from law school and was the son of a partner

in an old Wall Street firm. They drove through iron gates and drove along a golf course
until pulling up in front of a grey-stone mansion--the country club had been started by
wealthy Jews who couldn't get into the older Locust Valley clubs.
They waited under a white columned portico for the valet parking attendant.
Nancy surveyed her parents: her mother had more loose skin under her jaw; she had finally
succumbed to turning sixty, but she still had the slender figure that had taunted Nancy
during her childhood and adolescence. She was used to the changes in her father since the
heart attack. A bypass had granted him a second chance, but he'd paid. He'd rapidly lost
forty pounds, the vanished weight leaving pouches under his chin. He had large brown
eyes and, before the operation, the round cheeks of a child. Now lines slashed his face like
arcs on a hand a palm reader would trace.
Nancy, when she'd arrived from LA, had hugged him differently than her mother,
whose sharp bones always kept her rigid. Her father's fleshier form had always been like a

soft, vertical couch. She could hug her mother and look at her afterward, but she had to
keep her face in her father's shoulder. There was the recognition that hugging him again,
this time, was a granted privilege.

"You're keeping the weight off," he'd said at the airport, first thing.
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Even though she was a size eight, all Nancy had to to do turn back into a size
fourteen was to walk into her parents' house. She found herself taking off her normal LA
clothes: black leather jacket, tight jeans, to put on sweats as if she were going to eat the
way she did when she was a teenager. Here, she didn't wear make-up or jewelry. She even
found herself bringing in ice cream and potato chips to eat in front of the TV: her selfrespect and dignity began their descent when her plane approached Kennedy.

Nancy's father used to read to her, stories with princesses, bears, ducklings, and
far-away countries where maidens in distress leaned out of towers to be rescued by
handsome young knights. When he came home from the prosthetics business where he
worked, and Nancy saw his chubby shadow coming up the front walk, she shrieked,
"Daddy's home!" and threw her arms around him at the door.
He covered her head with smacking kisses, and Mom said, "Let your father rest.
He's tired. He's been standing all day," and he always made the same joke: "At least I got a
leg to stand on!" He disappeared into the evening paper until dinner, when, more and

more as she got older, he watched Nancy.
"Seconds? You want to be fat like me when you grow up?" he always said.

But then there were Friday nights when he took the two kids to a bakery that
stayed open late, or the Dairy Queen. The bakery allowed its customers to go into the
back and pick out their own bread, and Nancy and Ross eagerly filled paper bags with the

warm rolls and loaves of rye bread. Sitting in the car on the way home, no one spoke
because their mouths were so full. The inside of the car smelled warm and doughy, like the
fresh-baked bread.

Nancy had spent her teenage Friday nights babysitting Stephanie and her sister,
studying in the quiet time after they went to bed. She checked the offerings in the kitchen,

always better than at home. Here there were coconut chocolate cookies, Wheat Thins,
pretzels, M&Ms, gallon containers of Fudge Ripple ice cream. Nancy never started or
finished a box, to avoid leaving tracks.
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************************* **
The young, uniformed kid whose jacket pocket read "Pedro" took the keys from
her father and hopped around the car to get in, barely smirking at the Nissan Sentra among
the Mercedes, BMWs and Jaguars in that lot. He winked at Nancy. Ross saw it, and
whispered in her ear, "Why don't you tell him you'll meet him after the ceremony behind
that Audi?"
"Please," Nancy said.

Nancy and Ross entered the building behind their parents, too old to display
anything but cynicism toward the conspicuous wealth, even if they felt awe. Ross nodded
at the marble floor and brass awnings, as if tallying up all the excess, but Nancy knew he

was hoping he could someday afford membership in a place like this. They were led to a
pre-wedding reception where other family members, surrounded by red and gold autumn
wreaths and centerpieces, were eating, admonishing children, and exclaiming how great

everyone looked. The quieter people dressed in good taste must have been from the
groom's family.

"Nancy! Tiffany, go give Nancy a kiss. Go on," her cousin Joan urged a toddler.
"Oh, is that Tiffany? You got so big!" Nancy said, lifting up the two year-old, who
was much heavier than she looked. Nancy leaned over to kiss Joan.
"How's LA? You still at that job?" Joan asked.
"Yeah. I'm kinds looking, but it's hard right now."

She wasn't looking for a better-paying job but a way out, a way to work in
children's television and make real money, maybe produce a show. When she'd first moved

to LA, she'd held a studio production job that had led nowhere, then she sold advertising
space for a radio station, a job she hated. A series of similar disappointments followedthousands of these low-paying fringe jobs cashed in on people's desire to be connected,

however tenuously, to a glamorous industry. Nancy had read books like Think and Grow
Rich that advised readers how to realize their dreams and get motivated; she went to
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seminars, hoping to increase both her determination and contacts. Other attendees seemed
equally desperate, proffering business cards with home fax numbers on them, asking her

whom she knew. It wasn't the way. Producing a children's series; now that would lead to
money if she could only get in.

"You'll fmd something," Joan said. Her younger sister approached slowly in a type
of maternity dress Nancy hadn't seen in a while, with "Baby" over an arrow pointing to her

abdomen. She hugged Nancy. Ross came back from a corner of the room and announced,
"That's not a bar. They only have coffee."

At the ceremony, guests were seated off an aisle draped in burgundy satin ribbon
and bordered with leaves draped in fall colors.

"Twenty-one is so young to get married. Hardly anyone gets married at that age
these days," Nancy's mother said to their father.
"I know I shouldn't say it, but I have to. I wish it was Nancy," he replied. "The
bloom's been off the rose so long, it's practically a lily."

Nancy shifted to glare at him, but Ross raised a hand. "It's not worth it," he
whispered to her.

************************* **
Nancy had spent a lot of time during her high school years barricaded in her room,
fortified by the radio and magazines. Depending on whether she was dieting or rebelling

against the latest one, she sucked down Tab or scarfed Hershey's bars.
Nancy went from diet to diet the way some people approached a spiritual quest.
Maybe the grapefruit diet had failed, but the protein diet would work. Losing weight felt
like a moral imperative, separating the sinners from the virtuous size eights. When these

restrictions led to binges, she put on sweats to cram her mouth with Yodels or popcorn,
dreaming of the boys she would attract when her life changed and she got thin. In the

meantime, she wore baggy sweaters, extra-large t-shirts and painters' pants, an afro pick
sticking out of the back pocket. When she was fifteen, her father asked her, "Why do you
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wear clothes that look like paper bags? Why don't you wear something that shows your
shape a little better?"

Nancy almost laughed at how far this was from the typical dad trying to keep his
teenaged daughter from showing her shape.
"I'm fat, Daddy. I have no shape."

"What happened to that diet you were on last week?" The doctor had ordered him
to lose weight and he no longer held the chubby proportions of her childhood, but this
hardly qualified him to lecture the rest of the world.

"Leave me alone! It's my body," Nancy said, trying not to whine like a petulant TV
movie teen.

"Last week you were complaining that boys weren't paying attention to you," her
mother said.

"So what if they don't."

"If they don't, you'll never get married," her father warned. "You'll be a fat old
maid, sitting in a room alone with your radio."

"Like that's the only thing that matters. Getting married. Jesus Christ."

"Listen Nancy, I'm only trying to help you. I know what it's like to live with a
weight problem, and believe me, it's no picnic. You want to get it under control now and
save yourself some grief."

"It's my grief. Let me worry about it."

She hated both of them. She was going to count the months until she could leave.

************************* **
A trumpeter played Handers Royal Fireworks while the college-aged bridesmaids
marched in, looking grave and frightened, accompanied by tuxedoed ushers. The groom,
Barry, chubbier than Ross but pink-cheeked and smooth-skinned, held his face stiff, but
his eyes watered.
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Stephanie entered in a dress that probably cost a third of Nancy's annual salary.
Her long black hair was held off her face with a flowered headpiece. Her parents walked

her halfway down the aisle to where the groom waited, and they walked together to a
canopy made of a flowered trellis. Nancy felt her throat constricting with tears. The rabbi
spoke in soothing, FM disc jockey tones about partnership and commitment. Nancy

listened for things to mock later, but when the rabbi recited words from the Song of
Songs--"I am my beloved's and my beloved mine"--an actual tear made its slow path down
her cheek. The rabbi began the lines about the contract which made the marriage official,
and Nancy could feel her father looking at her.

"Haray at m'kadeshet..." the rabbi read to Barry to repeat. "You are consecrated
to me as my wife..."

Nancy waited, braced, for the groom to step on the glass, which ended the
ceremony, and after which the couple kissed and the guests yelled, "Ma 7a1 Toy!" At all the

weddings she'd been to, they wrapped the glass in a napkin and you couldn't really hear the

shatter, only the stomp of the groom's footsteps.
Barry missed the glass and had to stomp twice. The second time, Nancy heard the
shatter.

************************* **
A cocktail hour followed with a jaziquartet playing standards.
"There won't be any 'Chicken Dance' at this wedding," Nancy said to Ross.
"Wait and see. This is just cocktails. Speaking of which, care to accompany me
outside?"

With the parking valets wandering around, they were forced to wander off onto
the golf course, Nancy's spiked heels sinking in the frosted grass. A pair of Stephanie's
friends stood under a tree, kissing almost violently. Ross and Nancy walked in the other
direction.
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Ross had a high-paying corporate accounting job that he said was only a means to
pay for whatever fun he had. Nancy noted his potbelly; from childhood on, he'd had easy
good looks that had eventually faded without maintenance. He had her pale, freckled
coloring and dark curly hair, but now the athleticism was sliding into fat.
"Why didn't you come out last night? You left me alone with them," she said.
"Chuck had Knicks tickets."

In New York, Ross hung around with guys he knew from college. They went out
drinking or got high in someone's tiny apartment. Some dated, some were even married.
But they all seemed molded more by teen years spent doing bongs to Black Sabbath than
by different religious or ethnic backgrounds, an ecumenical brotherhood of stoners.
"You can see the Knicks anytime!"

"Not courtside, I can't," he said, taking a small pipe from his pocket and offering it
to her.
"No thanks. This is already surreal enough."
"You sure?"

Nancy watched her brother inhale, and asked, "Does it bother you that you're still
not married? I mean, do you wish that was you in there?"
"Stephanie's too rich for my blood."
"Seriously."

"It bothers me that Dad gives us shit about it. Frankly, I couldn't imagine being
trapped like they are."
"You mean Mom and Dad?"

"Look at their lives!" He squinted over the lighter and lit the bowl again.
"Yeah, I know. But what if you found your soulmate--"
"A soulmate for me? Think about it, Nancy: what kind of scary woman would that
be?"
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It made her sad that Ross felt no hope at all about love, no desire even. For all her
bad dates, her short term abortive connections, there was still something satisfying about
being out there trying. She felt like a gunslinger in some western, who'd taken some hits

but at least was going out shooting.
He held the pipe out to her. "Here, have some. It'll relax you."
"No, Ross. I wouldn't be able to deal."
The light was fading and Nancy held her arms around her, shivering. Trees hadn't
lost their leaves yet; it was a moment the travel pages called "peak color". She'd always

found it odd that leaves "peaked" at the moment before they fell from the trees.
"I know you want to find somebody, Nancy. I wish I could guarantee you that you
will. But I think rd be selling you short to say that, like some senile auntie up from Florida
for the wedding."

Nancy smiled. "Thanks. But I'm not so sure I want to be married, either."
"Yeah, but you want someone. I know. You're tired of being alone."
"It's not so much that. It's more a worry that I've somehow missed it. You know,
there was some great guy for me, some great connection we could've had. Eloping to
Paris, living in Santa Fe with a sculptor..."

She stopped. The images--put into words--sounded fanciful, the ridiculous dreams
of an innocent girl who didn't yet know what relationships were really like, who
romanticized what came down to just a different daily lifestyle.

"Ross, you mean you never think there's someone in the world you're supposed to
find, but you just haven't yet?"
"Once in a while I wonder about it. When some of my married friends go home all

the time to their spouses and there I am, going home to my place with the nerf basketball

and no carpeting...but when they start complaining, I'm like, Thank God that's not me."'
Nancy nodded.

Ross patted her shoulder. "Come on, it's freezing."
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************************* **
The boys in her class had started teasing her when she was eight, dubbing her
"Miss Pregnant." She told her father and he offered to come to school.
"No Daddy! It wouldn't do any good, and they'd tease me more."
"Well, you'll show them. You'll go on a diet and lose all the weight and you'll be
thin and beautiful and they'll fall in love with you."

"Eeww, I wouldn't want any of them in love with me," she giggled. He tickled her,
and called her his fairy princess. That was the first time he'd referred to beautiful as
something she could be, instead of something she already was.

************************* **
The reception was held in a marble-floored ballroom with a wall of French doors
overlooking the golf course and small lake, where a few swans huddled together in the
autumn chill. At least twenty large tables framed a gleaming dance floor. Centerpieces of
dried autumn flowers and wicker were ringed with candles.

Nancy stopped at her parents' table. Her father had a captive audience of relatives
nearly crying with laughter as he described a mix-up in an order for a customer's leg.
"They sent me two right arms instead!"
Sighing after his story, he signaled to Nancy to come closer.
"Look at her," he addressed the table. "If only I could find--"
"Bert, your fish is gonna get cold," Nancy's mother interrupted.
He obediently put a forkful in his mouth, like a little child.

"You having a good time, sweetheart?" he asked Nancy, while he ate.
"Sure, Dad."

"Look at that little doll! What a cute kid," her father said, pointing to Tiffany, who
scurried beside her mother, holding her hand. "She's got that curly hair. She'll grow up to
look like my sister!"

"She is adorable," Nancy's mother agreed.
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Nancy waved to the whole table and headed for the restroom.

************************* **
Ross and Nancy were the only non-couple at their table. Several mothers had to
get up when the prime rib was served to cut their children's meat for them.

"You dating anyone, Ross?" one of the meat-cutters asked.
Ross smiled and shook his head. It had been years since they'd asked Nancy. She
felt both relieved and insulted; perhaps they had written her off as an old maid.

When the music began, the couple interrupted their first dance together so that
Stephanie could dance with her father and Barry with his mother.

"There's something bizarre about that, isn't there?" Nancy asked Ross. She avoided
looking in the direction of her parents' table.

Other relatives joined them on the dance floor, and her mother took Ross' arm.
"Come on, party pooper," she said.
Nancy didn't want to dance with her father, but any of the uncles would feel even
more ridiculous, so she followed him onto the dance floor, while the band played a
Gershwin song.

"I love this," her father said. "Someone to watch over me. It's a nice feeling, to
have someone watching over you."

Nancy didn't reply. She looked out the window at the swans.
"It's nice to watch over someone else, too."
Ross was spinning their mother unsteadily.
"God," Nancy said.

"They do a nice job. A lovely place for a wedding. Great food."
"Yeah. Probably cost twice what I make in a year."
"He can afford it. She did good, that little Stephanie," her father said, stopping in
the middle of the dance floor.
"Something wrong, Dad?"
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He let her hand drop. "I'll be fine. I should've waited a little longer after dinner."

Nancy put her arm around him, but he pushed it away.
"You go dance."

Nancy followed him--not back to his table, but out of the hall into the lobby. Head

bowed, he sat down on a velvet-covered banquette and spread his legs, leaning forward
into his hands like an old man on a park bench.
"Daddy," Nancy said.

"I'm fine. Just gotta rest."
Several of Stephanie's bridesmaids floated by in their chiffon dresses, like a gaggle
of fairies.

"They're cute. She's such a young kid."
"Want me to get Mom?"
"No, no. It's just a little indigestion or something. The dancing. I'll be fine- -I'll be

around to dance at your..."
He stopped talking and slumped back against the wall, closing his eyes.
"DADDY! WHAT'S THE MATTER?" She shook his shoulders.
He was smiling. "I was just remembering your mother and my wedding. I was so
nervous I thought I'd wet my pants. I felt like the luckiest man in the world."
His color was normal; if there was something really wrong, she was sure he'd have
said so.
"I just wish you could feel like that. For one day in your life."
From inside the hall, she could hear "The Chicken Dance."
She could have argued that people lead rich, fulfilling lives without marriage. She

could've said what she really wanted was to produce a children's TV series and be rich and

successful. She could have even admitted that she too, wanted love, but like a traveler lost
on a mountain, she traced and retraced her steps while the terrain looked the same and she
never found the trail.
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"I'm your father, Nancy. I love you. I only want you to be happy."
"Then please don't keep reminding me that I'm single. You make me feel like a
failure."

Her father threw up his hands. "Ah. What do you care what I think?"

************************* **
When they walked back in, the crowd erupted in shouting and dancers dispersed as

the bride and groom were lifted on chairs to be paraded above the dance floor. She and
Ross did not dance again. Nancy ate the remaining sesame rolls in the basket and started
on the garlic, while he smoked Marlboros and kept their wine glasses filled. She regaled
her married female cousins with single-hood's horrors: promising first dates with men who
then went AWOL, well-meaning acquaintances who felt that just because you were
Jewish, you'd have something in common with someone who spent all his Saturdays

watching football, obsessively reading The Wall Street Journal or Sports Illustrated, going
into car dealerships just for fun.
"You just described my husband!" Joan shrieked.

Nancy cheerfully elaborated on her last suitor, a man she'd met at a poetry reading
who'd taken her compliment on his poem as a sexual come-on.
"Did you go out with him?" Joan asked.

"You nuts? He was grabbing my leg under the table before rd even given him my
phone number."

"Once you're married, they never grab your leg under the table," Joan's sister said,
shaking her head.
"But you're pregnant!" Nancy said.
"It was my birthday."

************************* **
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The newlyweds emerged in civilian clothes and everyone followed them outside, to

a waiting Rolls Royce. The guests were handed birdseed to throw. Stephanie wore a
Chanel suit that made her look thirty. Time to have babies and get old.
On the way home, Ross kept his eyes closed and slumped in the corner, frowning
as if to shut out the sound while they discussed everyone's behavior, how much money the
groom's family had. He put his hands over his ears and shook his head.

Her father had had two glasses of champagne, so Nancy's mother drove. His head
was flushed and his eyes wide, his face becoming cherubic as he smiled and gestured with

his hands. He turned his head as far as he could to look around at them, but his seatbelt
kept him anchored in the front seat. Nancy waited for his assault, but he was busy
calculating costs. His voice was upbeat, his words spilled out quickly. He was happy.
Nancy had to keep herself from squeezing his shoulder. Against her will, she visualized the

funeral he kept threatening them with, she and Ross, unmarried and childless, flanking her

mother at the grave.
What would she remember about him when he died? Would he be caught forever
in her memory as the angry, disappointed father of her thirties? The diet-pushing critic of
her teens? Or the daddy who had disappeared when the '60s did: a fat, laughing man who
spent summers splashing with her and Ross in the Sound? They didn't think of themselves
as fat yet, or even smart, they weren't anything but little kids running around on the beach.
An exhausted Mom relaxed on the shore, skin greased in the sun, eyes closed, while the
squealing children enjoyed their father's rare time off. He took turns giving them piggyback rides. They pounded his hairy shoulders and back, trying to push him, until he
submitted and performed one of his favorite tricks: descending without warning into the
saltwater, taking them with him.
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Burn Camp

Randall was awakened the last night of the week at the camp by the sound of
splashing. No one was supposed to take boats out on the small lake without supervision,
but there was never supervision at night. He peered through the screens to see if
counselors were horsing around, but all he could see was the outline of a small boat.
Randall slept in a little cabin close enough to the lake to see the fireflies at night,
but far enough from the kids not to hear any cries of homesickness. At night, lying on the
same kind of thin foam mattress given to the kids, he saw their faces and their scars--a girl
missing an ear, another one who limped because she had been partially crushed under
furniture--and he tried to picture them involved in baseball or arts and crafts.

It was his third summer at Camp Jessup, or Bum Camp, as Randall thought of it.
Opposite Randall's side of the lake were the docks and boats. On this side, instead of a
sandy beach, a bald patch of dirt bordered the water abruptly, with no slope. A few
undecided-looking weeds sprouted from it. Several feet away, grass grew in brown
patches, becoming lusher farther from the water.
Randall waded into the lake wearing just his boxers. The water felt warm and
thick, the muddy bottom giving way to furry, tentacled plants. The half-moon, obscured
by a pink cloud, illuminated the rowboat. He swam to it and pulled himself up. It was eight
year-old Isaac, still in long sleeved shirt and hat, just big enough to be seen over the sides
of the boat.
"Isaac!"

"Leave me alone." The boy's tone was quiet, weary.

The rest of the year, Randall practiced real estate law, already outearning at 35 his

father's top income as a contractor. He presided over take-overs and turn-overs--when
neighborhoods once written off as slums were transformed into chic and expensive urban

frontiers. Unlike those whose material prosperity led them to church or synagogue for the
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spirituality missing from their lives, he found it all got taken care of once a year, coming

here. Watching these kids, these brave little survivors.
Randall had been asking Isaac all week to go for a rowboat ride with him. Isaac
rarely spoke to other kids. His entire face had been grafted on from skin elsewhere on his
body. He had no normal facial features--holes for nose and mouth--except his eyes, set
deep within the rubbery mask of a seal. He wore long-sleeved shirts even in the muggy
days, and never went in the water during swim.

Tonight, Isaac wore a floppy denim cap with a wide brim, reminding Randall of
chemotherapy patients. He had his collar zipped all the way up.
"I'm just gonna join you here for a minute," Randall said, groaning and heaving
himself in, landing with a thump in the mucky bottom. "Yick!"

He sat on the little steel seat at the stern and wiped his hands on the thin cotton of
the boxers, too wet to do any good. "Brr--phoo!" he shivered and squeezed his arms
around himself quickly. "Did you decide you wanted to take me up on that rowboat offer?
I meant during the day."
"I want to be by myself, okay?" Isaac's voice quavered.
"Something we can talk about?"

Isaac shook his head, put his fists over his eyes. "No, leave me alone."
"Okay then, I'll just sit here," Randall said, as the boat gently drifted on the quiet

lake. Across the water came the thick, hushed sounds of a summer night: crickets, wind
moving branches heavy with leaves, a lonely, far away motorcycle engine.
For a moment Randall felt, repeating on him quickly like a hiccup, the impossible

sadness of the summers of his youth: that someone, somewhere, was always having more
fun.

"You don't care too much for baseball, is that it?" Randall asked.

Isaac stared into the water. The child's expression, because of the rubbery graft,
was impossible to read.
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"It's not funny," Isaac said. He wiped around the part of his face where the nose
should have been.
"Funny? Who said anything was funny?"

"Making jokes about me."

"Sorry. I was just trying to make you laugh. Was there a reason you came out here
at this hour?"

"I don't want to go home."
"So you're going to stay out here until tomorrow and no one will fmd you?"
The rowboat smelled of murky water, moss, wet wood, and soaking life preserver.
Which of course, Isaac wasn't wearing.
"Is there a reason you did not fasten your flotation device?" Randall said in an
officious sounding voice, his best Lawyer.

"If I take you back to shore, will you leave me alone?" Isaac asked.
"Only if you get out of the boat with me."

Isaac grunted in frustration, and Randall could see wetness on his cheeks. No more
bad jokes.

"Is your mother coming to get you tomorrow?"
Isaac sniffed and wiped the hole that served as his nose. "My mother?"
Oh God--it wasn't the father, was it? Who survived the fire?

"I thought your mother was the one who dropped you off."
"Yeah, she's coming," Isaac said.

"You must have missed her this week," Randall said.

As the boat drifted, Randall expected to see figures on the shore at any moment;

sound carried over water. Someone else would come--one of the counselors or therapists
trained to handle this sort of thing--and he could just paddle to shore and hand Isaac over.
In the meantime, he reached over and manuevered himself onto the seat beside him, while

the boat rocked from side to side.
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"She's sad all the time. She cries a lot."

Losing a daughter to a fire and having a son survive at the cost of his face. The
woman must have been a basket case.

"What does your mother do, Isaac? Does she work?"
"She's a jewelry designer. She's got a studio."

How odd. He expected someone who'd been through such a trauma to be unable
to deal with anything worldly, hardly anything as superficial as jewelry.
"Your father died in the fire, also?" Randall said, hoping this wasn't too painful.

"No. They got divorced after."
"Ah." Randall leaned back, as much as he could on the narrow seat, and put his
arms around his knee.

"Well, a few more weeks of summer and then it will be time to go back to school,"
he said, thinking of the coming season with satisfaction: increased business as people got
back from vacations.

"Great. So people can stare at me."
"What do you do when that happens? Do you ignore them?"
"I call them things. Asshole, fuckhead, dickwad."

Randall tried not to laugh at the harsh words coming from the child's mouth.
"I got in the principal's office a few times."

"I'll bet you did," Randall said. "You should come visit me sometime. I'll show you

a big law office. My office is way up on the 35th floor and I have a great view of the city."
"Whoopie-do."

He shivered as the night air dried his skin and his shorts remained wet. He thought
longingly of his cabin's thin mattress and army regulation blanket. This kid would've tried
anybody's patience.

"Are you into the Power Rangers?" Randall tried, in a last-ditch effort.
"That's for babies."
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"Alright, listen. I'm tired, and I'm cold. Let's get back to shore now, alright?"
"Dive in. The water's warm."

"You've got the oars. Row us."
The child sat there, staring at him.
"Row us!" he demanded, but not too forcefully.
"What are you gonna do if I don't?"
"Yell and scream and wake up the whole camp. Say you tried to hijack a boat with
me in it. You'll be in very deep shit." The word seemed appropriate with this
unmanageable child.

Isaac continued staring at him, and Randall gave him a last look, then climbed over

the side, back into the water. He swam rapidly. As he got out of the water, he didn't turn
around, but smiled as he heard the sound of the boat paddling toward shore.

************************* **
Randall helped out wherever it was needed; he'd umpired a softball game where
the pitcher had an artificial leg and the first baseman was so badly burned he wore long
sleeve shirts and pants on a 98 degree day.
"Slide! Slide!" some of the kids had yelled at a girl trying to steal home.

She refused, missed the play, and screamed out an explanation: "I can't! My butt's
still healing!"

Randall wasn't sure he did any good here. It was impossible to tell, with the quiet

reluctance of some of the kids and the loud resentment of the others. He didn't blame
them; the worst thing they should have had to deal with at their age was poison ivy.
When he was thirteen, his gang of friends had spent the summer making visits to
the hospital where their friend Tommy was dying of leukemia. The weirdest thing had
been the contrasts: the frigid, anesthetic hospital air versus the sodden heaviness outside,
the skeletal, hairless child lying still in a white bed versus the violently colored, even stupid
life they witnessed afterward when they went to the mall to play pinball. When Tommy
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finally died in November, everyone was busy again with school and had nearly forgotten

him in the forward momentum of their lives. This had struck Randall as unbearably sad at
the time; later he speculated on how Tommy might have grown up, whether he would
have turned to drugs or applied himself to school, what kind of woman he might have
taken up with--his never-to-be-lived adult existence.

Isaac's sister had been two years older, the age Isaac was now. This, and the fact
that the alcoholic father, drunk and passed out, was the adult present at the time, made up
the commonly known information about Isaac, who had sustained the severest physical
damage of any child at the camp.

The extent of the injuries to the other children varied. Some ate with prosthetic
arms or hands. The lucky ones just had discolored skin on their limbs. Lisa, a ten year old,
had a wine-colored stripe across her face which could've been a birthmark.
This year, she had seemed to have a crush on Randall. In the dining hall, when he
wandered around to sit with different kids at each meal, Lisa shadowed him, stopping to
say hi, give him a lop-sided smile, her blue eyes set in the wine-colored skin.
"Are you married ?" she asked him that last morning.

"Nope." He swallowed a bite of blueberry pancake.

"How come? You're old."
"It takes some of us longer than others."
The flinty scraping of knives and forks accompanied the discussion.

"He's waiting for you," said Julie, who had lost an ear in a car crash.

"Shut up." Lisa pushed her ann.
Randall took another blueberry bite, the fruit oozing between butter.

What could he say? Reassure the girl that her looks wouldn't matter in the world,
that they wouldn't stop her from attracting the mate she might want? He could tell her she
was pretty, could even engage in a mild, safe form of flirting just to flatter her, but it
wasn't going to help her in a few years.
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Instead, he brought up softball.
"You looked pretty good out in the field the other day, Lisa. I saw that fly ball you
caught."

"Ooo-000h! See?" Julie said.
"Oh, stop it." Lisa paddled her hands in front of her.
Julie gave her a big, open-mouthed smile, full of chewed pancake.

"I hope you girls had a fun week this year. Maggie and Jake worked really hard to
make the camp fun for you." He could hear what a stupid, pompous adult he sounded like.
He searched for something else to tell them, some wisdom that would guide them through
the rougher straits of real life. All that came to mind were tips about how to pitch a
curveball or choking up on the bat, and he didn't want to sound any more like a coach than
he already did.

************************* **
After breakfast, parents arrived to claim children, who were hugging each other
and running between them and their luggage. The contrast between bright backpacks with
Lion Kings and Pocahontas and the scarred bodies seemed sharper.
It figured: Isaac's mother was beautiful. Smooth olive skin, glowing black bobbed
hair, arched eyebrows. Her son would never even have eyebrows. Where had she been the
night her children were burning in their houSe?

"My name's Randall Arrow, and I assist here at the camp," he said, shaking her
hand. It felt light, an unsure grip. "I'd like to give you my card. In case Isaac ever wants to
come visit me in the city."

"Thanks." She glanced at it and crammed it into her purse.
"Mom, I just want to say goodbye to some people," Isaac said, pulling away from
her grip.

"Don't go too far."
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She looked Randall over, with no warmth. A well-dressed woman. Crisp was the
word that came to mind. Burgundy loafers, sharp crease in the linen pants, pale beaded
earrings--maybe she'd made them herself. Even her flat stomach and tiny waist seemed like

an extension of her good taste.
"So why do you do this?" she asked Randall. "What makes you able to bear what
everyone else can't?"

She wasn't speaking admiringly; her tone was bitter.

"Oh, I don't know." He found himself stamping, doing the same awkward little

dance step Isaac had once done, to avoid looking at her. "I just want to help in some
way."

She remained unsmiling. "No profit motive?"

"Hardly. They're a pro bono client."
At last she smiled. "Oh, a client. I see."

"That was how I found out about the camp initially, doing pro bono work. But
then I kept coming back to help out. It's really inspiring to see how..." he stopped talking
because she was looking at him, arms folded, as if waiting for him to finish.
Standing in the outfield during a baseball game on a particularly hot day, he'd

wondered what he was doing here, if he were just acting out some self-imposed penance

for making money kicking poor people out of their homes. But he brokered deals, people
got relocated, neighborhoods increased in real estate value and became safer. That
benefited everyone.

When Isaac had come to the camp last year, Randall found himself wanting to
stare at him, to marvel at the authentic child's voice coming out of that dolphin head.

Maggie, the camp director, had warned, "This kid has third degree burns over every part
of his body and spends the better part of every year in a clinic getting plastic surgery. Be
very careful with him and if he doesn't want to play anything, don't force him."
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Randall felt really proud of himself that first night at dinner, bringing his tray to the

end of the table where Isaac sat alone. Only Isaac's height and his Bart Simpson t-shirt
identified him as a child, so unrecognizeable was his skin. For the first time in months,

Randall had thought about God. He'd wondered why any supreme being would want to do
this to a kid. He'd also had a guilty pang over all his advantages. Maybe he didn't come
here to be inspired or uplifted by kids surviving in spite of terrible misfortune, but to see
destruction, misery and ugliness and be glad it wasn't him.

As he stood there with Isaac's mother, children and their parents were taking
pictures. What were burn victims doing taking pictures?

"I thought you might want to know. Last night I heard your son taking a rowboat
out in the middle of the night. By himself. I went out and got him."

"What was he doing?" Isaac's mother asked. She was wearing make-up so
perfectly applied that it took Randall a few minutes to realize the smooth skin color wasn't
entirely her own.
"I wasn't sure."

He wasn't expecting her to thank him, but did the woman think she had some kind
of monopoly on suffering? She was so well-dressed, so well-groomed; she looked like one
of his clients who might buy a crumbling townhouse and replace its low-rent residents and
their cockroaches with brass fixtures and restored hardwood floors. She designed jewelry,
damn it; it was only bad luck which had brought her next to him at the burn camp instead
of across the desk in his office.
"Can I ask you something about the fire?" She might get annoyed, but since her
contempt for him was already so obvious, he was going to satisfy his curiosity. "Where
were you that night? Maggie told me only the children's father was home."
"I was in Arizona visiting my mother."
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He imagined finding a way to live with something like that could become your life's

work. She'd said this without expression, obviously a subject she was used to discussing.

Perhaps it wasn't just Isaac's graft, but his mother, who had taught him to wear a mask.
She continued to face him, and sighed. "It's only going to get harder for him.
Remember what it was like to go through adolescence with a normal face?"
"I'm only trying to help."

"Yes, well it's hard to know what to do to help, isn't it? Isaac's got to go around
looking like that. And people think he's the lucky one for surviving."
Randall exhaled. "Sounds like you've had a fair amount of tragedy in your life."

She actually laughed. "I wouldn't know what a fair amount was. I've never been
big on comparisons."

He would have just stood there, stupidly, staring at her all day, but she shook his
hand again.

"I've got to find my son, Mr. Arrow. Nice meeting you," she said, brushing past
him.

Why did he care what this woman thought of him? Why did he feel like he needed

to ask for something from her--forgiveness, perhaps? He pictured her wearing a plastic
safety visor and apron, head bent over tiny, exquisite pieces of silver, under a brilliant
light. Something beautiful she could create, shape.
He headed in the direction Isaac had gone, but found himself waylaid by Lisa and

her mother, who wielded a video camera. A video camera!
"Mom, this is Mr. Randall Arrow. He helps out here."

Randall saw Isaac running, about to crash into their group. His mother was
following behind him, at a fast walk.

"Go on honey, shake Mr. Randall's hand. rm capturing it all on film," Lisa's mother
said.
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Isaac stopped short of Randall and saw the camera. "No pictures! Stop! Don't take
pictures of me!" he yelled.

Randall looked into the lens. "I'm sorry. But this child is obviously distressed. Can
you refrain from taking his picture, please?"

Her eyes were squinting behind the lens. You could see the bottom of her face, her
smiling mouth.

Isaac looked up at the woman and screamed, a piercing howl. Then he burst into
tears, covering his face with his hands.
"PUT THE GODDAMN CAMERA AWAY!" Randall yelled.

Both women and their children stared at him, but it was too late. Something had
started, been loosed.
Lisa's mother's face turned red. "I'm sorry. I was only trying to treat him like a
normal kid."

Isaac was crying, holding his arms around his mother's waist, pressing himself

against her stomach. Isaac's mother stood, her son's arms around her as he sobbed, and
looked at Randall.

"I'm sorry. I had no control over any of this," he said. "I can only do so much..."

She shook her head. "Don't worry about it. If there's one thing I know about, it's
not having any control."

"Sony again. Let's go, honey," the other mother said to Lisa, taking her hand and
leading her away.

What help had he given this child? Or the mother? His whole presence at this place
seemed like a joke. This boy was going to have to go through life looking the way he
looked, and all Randall did for him was annoy him.

Randall stayed there, next to Isaac and his mother, until he saw Isaac's little body
relax against her leg and his sobbing stop. She dabbed above his lip with a tissue. "You
mean well," she said to Randall.
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From her tone, he couldn't tell if she was praising or condemning him. It seemed

really important to know -at that moment, it was all that mattered in the world--but she
nodded again to Randall, and led her son to their car.
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The Bald Fox

In the fall of her junior year in college, Beth got a letter from her best friend.
Andrea was studying in Italy and had written to tell Beth she'd cut her hair in a crewcut
and bleached it platinum blonde. And she'd spent the night in bed with a boy, a native of
Florence. They hadn't "done it" yet, but Andrea thought they soon might.

Beth crumpled the letter and jammed it into a pocket, then dashed out to a
mainline train to her sister's college downtown. She wanted to show her the letter and
complain that she was missing everything, and hear Rachel say that no, Andrea was just

bragging and exaggerating. Most of all, she wanted to cram cookies and chips down her

throat.
Her sister's response delighted her. Beth handed her the letter without a word and
Rachel read it aloud, using a pretentious fake English accent in certain parts: "Alfonso is
so sensitive! It was his idea I cut my hair, all the Italian girls wear it that way. And he was

so gentle the night we spent together..."
When she finished, she said, "This is bullshit. Come on, let's go get some Haagen-

Dazs." Rachel was two years younger, but she was really good when people were upset.
They were halfway down the dorm hall to the stairs, when they turned at the sound
of a pleading voice.
"Where you guys going?"

"The Bald Fox. Josh, this is my sister Beth. She goes to Swarthmore," Rachel said.
"Mind if I tag along?" Josh said in a tone of distress that made Beth look at him
more closely. He was a skinny boy, with curly hair cut so short it emphasized his ears and
close-set eyes that gave him an annoyed, suspicious look.
"No problem."
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They set off in a chilly fall afternoon with the combination of smells peculiar to a

Philadelphia winter. metal, bus exhaust, roasted chestnuts. Everyone who passed was
headed the other way, to the football game. Josh said: "I just don't know what to do. My
father's leaving my mother."

Rachel and Beth exchanged looks. However crazy they thought their parents were,
they would never divorce.
"Wow. That's too bad," Rachel said. She pushed some of her dark red hair away
from her face and offered him a sincere look. With her dimples and brown eyes behind

tortoise shell glasses, Rachel was beautiful, Beth thought. "Did they just call you?"
"I spoke to my mother. I usually do on Saturday."
Josh, who had hair the color of a rusted brillo pad and a wobbly Adam's apple,
might've been male, but he didn't count as the kind of boy they wanted to have talk to
them in those days. Rachel had never mentioned him in her phone calls.
"Where you from, Josh?" Beth asked.
"Six Hills."

Long Island. Same as them, as the rest of U Penn, she thought.
"I just can't believe he'd do this to her! After twenty-five years of happy marriage.
Oh God."
Josh covered his face with fists. He wasn't crying; it was more a gesture of

frustration and pain. He reminded Beth of an actor on a soap opera. She looked over at
her sister, who looked back with the same curious expression. Even though divorce was
extreme, they weren't used to such histrionics from a boy.
"Yeah, that sucks," Rachel said. "My friend Joan's father left her mother last year,
same deal. I think there was a younger woman involved."
"Oh GOD!" He raised his fists to the sky. "It's unconscionable."

Beth wondered if Josh were a theatre major, but now didn't seem the right time to
ask.
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"Do you have siblings you can call? Do they know yet?" she asked.
"My younger brother is in high school, so he still lives with them. He already

knows."
He sighed and shielded his brow with his hand, as if the October light were too
sharp. His skin's milky grey pallor set off the brillo hair. Guys like this floated around on

Beth's campus, too, but she avoided them in the uneasy way she might not want to stand
next to another girl as fat as she, as if no one would notice the similarity unless they were

right next to each other. She focused on those who jibed with her image of what college
boys should look like, a composite drawn from English films about Oxford or Cambridge
and '60s beach movies. Boys like Dean Arbutus, who wore rugby shirts, had shiny straight
brown hair and pledged a fraternity. She thought about these boys during boring physics
lectures, Friday nights when the floor was nearly empty and she could hear drunken

laughter outside. She turned up her stereo and ate brownies.
Josh spoke about marriage and commitment and his father being old enough to

take it seriously. Beth thought he would start crying. His voice thickened, and he stopped
talking, held the hand over his forehead.

"I cannot discuss this any more. I'm sorry. I need to be alone."
He left them with his gangly walk, and Rachel shrugged, grinning at Beth.
"Is he gay?" Beth asked.

"How should I know?"
"You're not friends with him, are you?" she asked, shaking her head at his display.

"NO-oh!" Rachel looked up at Beth, for reassurance, understanding. "He just lives

across the hall. I don't know why he spouted all that. Guess nobody else was around.
They're all at the football game."

"And Josh wouldn't go to the game, I guess."
"No one would be able to hear his whining over all the noise."
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The Bald Fox had dirty floors and dusty shelves crammed with consomme and
Spam, which they could never imagine anyone buying. The cash register, under a big black

Marlboro sign dwarfing the tiny old black woman who worked there, rang with the
constant purchase of lottery tickets.
Beth bought packages of Milano cookies, Oreos, two pints of Haagen Dazs Swiss
Vanilla Almond and pound bags of rippled potato chips. Rachel was a more furtive binger,
given to smaller nibbles that seemed healthy and controlled: yogurt-coated raisins, jelly
bellies.

The yogurt raisins were kept in bins with other nibbly foods--sesame sticks,
granola, dates, nuts - -that promised some nutrition for the consumer, as opposed to the

shameless fat of Oreos and ice cream. Each bin had a scoop sticking out, attached with a
cord, to keep unsanitary hands from contact with the snack foods. You scooped your
portion into a plastic bag, and then it was "wayed and payed," according to the sign.
Rachel had developed, despite their parents' monthly checks, a penchant not to pay for the
yogurt raisins. Getting away with it had become a thrill, so she would cram bags into the

pockets of her down jacket, and stuff them under the mittens and wool caps of winter,
more unidentifiable bulk. The old cashier never seemed to notice, which shocked Beth in a
place like Philadelphia, where homeless people haunted cash machines and reminders of

pickpockets were everywhere.

When they got back to Rachel's dorm they sprawled across the floor to eat. This
eating, so directly in opposition to everything they'd meant to do in college - -get
boyfriends, improve themselves mentally and physically, become mature--had become a

grim, deliberate act. Problem sets with Legendre polynomials were pushed aside, and the
food placed in the middle of the rug. They sat around it like Hindus surrounding a temple
offering. They ate in silence, the only sounds their gnawing, crunching, gulping, tearing

open one more bag. When she ate like this, Beth never felt full, or wanted to stop. After
the ice cream, she wanted chips. She considered ordering in pizza. She craved Chinese
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food. At five foot two inches, she weighed 170 pounds, an all-time high. Rachel was taller
and never weighed as much. When she had consumed as many yogurt raisins as she

needed, she retreated to the bathroom, where Beth heard her retch.
What stopped Beth eventually was running out of food and becoming bored. When
Rachel returned from the bathroom, eyes watery pink as if she'd been smoking a joint, they
said the same things to each other:
"Why can't I get a boyfriend? What's wrong with me?"
"Why can't I stop eating? I'll never be thin!"

"Guys never go for girls like me. They want someone thin and perfect. It's
hopeless."

It didn't matter who said what; they were interchangeable. It might've been simpler

just to tape the words once and play back the tape at each binge.

************************* **
Beth stayed overnight. The next day, they left the dorm for another run to the Bald
Fox at the same time Josh was pacing the lounge, hands in the air.
"May as well join you on your way to that pathetic excuse for a grocery," he said,
though they hadn't asked.

Beth wondered if he were still agonizing about the divorce, but he said, "Now it
looks like Fm going to fail physics. I can't believe it. How will I get into med school?"

"You're a pre-med?" Her voice cracked with shock.
"Yeah. I'm gonna be a surgeon. If I can scam the MCATs and the med schools."
He gave an overly bitter laugh, like someone in a '30s movie brandishing cigarette holder
and smoking jacket.

The divorce crisis seemed to be over. Beth looked at Rachel, who was smiling
enough that her dimple showed. They straightened their smirks and listened to Josh
complain.

"I didn't need it; I signed up because I like it! Can you believe that?"
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"I can't believe it! I'm a physics major," Beth said. "I'm taking electricity and

magnetism right now. Maybe I could help you...are you taking classical dynamics? I
remember the math was really hard--"
"It's because of that stupid high school guidance counselor. She pushed me into
this. Damn her!" he said, in a bellow worthy of Anthony Quinn.

************************* **
Besides pilfering yogurt raisins, Rachel's other main activity in the Bald Fox was
playing Pac Man. The electronic game, which had replaced the pinball machines of their

childhood, gobbled pounds of their mother's quarters.
Beth and Josh leaned against the video game, watching Rachel play. Beth had tried
her hand but wasn't very good. Josh had ceased to bemoan his physics failure and was now
complaining about his roommate, a football-playing civil engineer who never cleaned up

his dirty socks or beer cans.
"He's such a slob. One time he puked in the room," Josh wailed.

Two good-looking boys, with short haircuts and the crewneck sweaters featured in
Land's End catalogs and Beth's fantasies, entered the store and headed for the beer case.
She straightened her back away from Pac Man and Josh.
"I think he killed my cactus, too. I mean, how do you kill a cactus? Water it with
lye?" Josh said.

Carrying a case of Molson and bags of nachos, the sweater boys emerged from one
aisle, glanced at Josh and smiled, and turned down another. Beth felt her face get red.
Here she was, hanging out by Pac Man, like one of the dateless nerds who wrote graffiti in
the science stacks: "Do it with your left hand. It feels like someone else."

She tried to catch Rachel's eye, to nod her head toward the boys for her reaction,
but she was engrossed in the little circle devouring the pellets.

************************* **
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Rachel told Beth on her next visit, "Josh is getting really out of control now. The
other night he said he was gonna commit suicide."

"What? What did you do?" Beth asked.
"I knew he wasn't serious. He said it in such an exasperated way, like, I'm really at
the end of my rope. Maybe I should hang myself."

Beth thought about all the material plastered around the dorms at her college
about emotional health. "I don't know Rachel, I've heard you should always take people
who talk about suicide seriously."
"I know I sound mean. But I can't just keep interrupting my life because this dork
down the hall wants attention."
Beth could see how Rachel would be an easy target, with her aspirations of going

into psychiatry. It was a lot easier for Beth to be nice to Josh because she didn't have to
live here and listen to him every day.

"Why don't you just tell him you don't want to hear his whining anymore?"

They looked at each other; how could she?
"I see the prodigal sister has returned," Josh said, as they passed his room on the

way to the Bald Fox. Prodigal was one of those words Beth kept forgetting to look up, so
she scowled at him. He swung into step beside them, hugging his skinny, flannel- shirted

arms around him. It was a chilly November Saturday, the sparsest gust of snow beginning

to dot the air.
"Did your sister tell you how I am being screwed over by those idiots in the
Administration now? They're cutting off my Stafford loan."

Josh elaborated on his financial aid woes for the rest of the walk. Beth considered
sarcastically suggesting a fifth of vodka--or Thunderbird, which was probably the bigger

seller at the Bald Fox--to drown his troubles. She thought about bringing up the subject of
suicide, jokingly, just to see how he'd respond, but he'd probably get upset if he knew
Rachel had told her.
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In the Bald Fox, while Rachel played three games of Pac Man, Beth cruised the

out-of-date magazines, news to her nonetheless. She felt herself lucky to know who was
the current president in office.

A woman with disheveled hair, crystal necklaces, and a tight denim vest jostled by

her on her way to grab the National Enquirer and scan the cover story about Michael
Jackson. Beth frowned at her and looked for Rachel in the direction of the mechanical
gobbles and bleats.

"Can we go now? Otherwise I may buy two hundred lottery tickets. Then I could
tell the people in the Administration to stuff it," Josh said.
"Just let me do one more thing," Rachel said, and disappeared back where the
yogurt raisins were. She emerged a few minutes later, bulky jacket pockets no thicker. As

they passed the register, the old woman behind the counter seemed to glance at them
longer than usual.

Outside the door, Rachel's collar was abruptly yanked. She screamed.

"One moment, miss. I think you need to come back and pay for those." It was the
crystal woman.
"What?"

Josh stared. The woman began burrowing in Rachel's jacket pocket and produced
two plastic bags of crumbly white evidence. In a gesture worthy of "Dragnet," she flashed
a badge and said, "Beatrice Andrews. Philadelphia police. Let's come back in the store for
a moment, shall we?"

"Oh Jesus. A yogurt raisin swat team," Rachel said.
"She been doin' this a long time. I tor ya!" the cashier said.
"Do you have any identification?" the woman asked, as Rachel slouched by the
cash register.

"Ummm, can I go now? I'm only an innocent bystander," Josh asked her. "I could
be a witness or whatever you need, but would you mind if I left?"
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"You're not goin' nowhere, any of you. I got some questions you got to answer."
She smiled.

"Oh God, no! Please!" Josh cried. "I'm innocent! Lord, how will this look on my
med school applications? Please, please. Release me. I can call a lawyer who will vouch
for my character."

"Josh, shut the hell up," Beth said.
"Okay, okay. Let's start with some identification. I want to see names and driver's
licenses, any ID you got. Let's go, let's go." Beatrice Andrews clapped her hands.
"Are all of us being charged?" Josh asked.

"That's enough out of you already," she said, waving her hands at him.
"She the one done it all year long. I'm so glad you was here when she come in," the
old woman said, pointing at Rachel, who stood, looking frightened and sad, but not guilty.
Even with the yogurt raisins confiscated, her pockets still bulged with her mittens and
wool cap.

Then they all had to look at Josh: he was crying. Whimpering. Bawling. He leaned
down, folding his long, skinny body over into a kneel, and his head pitched forward. Then
they heard a noise Beth associated with Rachel's yogurt raisin consumption, and a grey
and yellow puddle collected on the floor below his chin.
"What is with this guy?" the policewdman asked.

"He has some emotional problems. I think this arrest is too much for him," Rachel
said.

"Listen, smarty-pants. You're gonna spend a night in the clink if you don't keep
your mouth shut."
The whole thing was becoming ridiculous: words Beth had heard millions of times
on TV cop shows, in movies. But it felt horribly real, like something had been changed
now and they couldn't go back.
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"You had youself a good run there. But it couldn't of last forever!" the old woman
cackled.

"Let's just go out to the car, shall we?" Beatrice Andrews said, pushing Rachel's
shoulder.

The second "shall we" was what got Beth.
"There's no need for force!" She tried to bark at her.
"Where'd you say you go to college? Swarthmore? I could tell the dean there
about your association with a known criminal."
"She's my sister."
"Maybe it runs in the family."

***************************
The consequences of the yogurt raisin bust were more serious than they had
anticipated. The Bald Fox pressed charges, but the university was so embarrassed by the

whole thing they asked to have the case turned over to them, and Rachel and Josh were
sent to the dean. Beth was brought in as a witness.
"Rachel Ka lin, you admit to pilfering three ounces of yogurt raisin mix from the

Bald Fox grocery store on Saturday, November 13?"
The dean was not what they had expected. He had a spreading mustache, full head
of dark red hair, and tie with balloons on it. Beth could imagine him enlivening faculty

parties, maybe even playing the guitar in his spare time. Nevertheless, he wore serious
wire-rimmed glasses and leaned forward earnestly across his oak desk. He'd probably gone
into education to change the system.
Rachel nodded, sitting there in navy blue jacket, skirt, hose and heels--as if

someone had died. It broke Beth's heart.
"Joshua Sand low, were you present at the Bald Fox on that day, accompanying the
Ka lin sisters?"
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Josh leaned and crossed his long limbs awkwardly, like a crane with a broken leg,

in one of the round plush chairs before the dean's desk. The large university seal on the
wall behind the dean reminded Beth of a grown-up version of the Doors and Led Zeppelin

posters students hung on dorm room walls.
Josh wore a tie, too. He looked respectable and serious, hardly the hysterical
accomplice he'd been.

"I was, your honor."
"It's not 'your honor.' I'm a dean, not a judge."
"Yes, your deanship."

Rachel and Beth both tried not to snort; they had a similar unfortunate laugh.
Josh's head was lowered and he'd even put on a pair of glasses--round wire frames which
gave him the look of a starving Eastern European student.
"Did you see Rachel Ka lin pocket the yogurt raisins?"

"Well, I didn't actually see it," he said, without looking at her. "But I know she did
it. She's done it before."

Rachel didn't let her expression change, but stroked her chin with two fingers as if
giving consideration to Josh's sanity.
"Ms. Ka lin, did you take the yogurt raisins?"

"I had my reasons," she said in a low voice. "Academic pressure has driven me to

do some strange and desperate things. My sister and I were, in fact, in the middle of an
eating binge when we went out to get the yogurt raisins."
"Ah." The dean nodded and scratched his head, then shook it as if he couldn't
believe he was dealing with this.

"With all due respect sir, I would venture to say I have suffered more pressure than
Rachel. And you don't see me lifting stale snack food or abusing video games," Josh said.
"Dean Brunswick I didn't--"
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"You are addicted to Pac Man, Rachel. Admit it. The sooner you do, the sooner
you can get help."
"Look who's talking about needing help."

The dean stood up and clapped his hands. "That'll do! I've gotten a pretty good
idea of what's been going on, I believe. I think several hours of community service, and a
fine, payable to us so we can reimburse the Bald Fox, should do it."
Josh smirked at Rachel.

"For you as well, young man. We don't know what you were up to."
"But the detective didn't see me stealing; it was Rachel!"
"You're named in the case as a legal accomplice."

"What about her?" Josh pointed to Beth.
"The detective said she was in another part of the store reading magazines. And
she's not a student here."
"What? This is ridiculous! This is a miscarriage of justice! I'm going to talk to my

parents!" Josh stood up and left the room.
Rachel said, "He's a little emotionally overwrought, Dean Brunswick. I think he

has some problems that go beyond academic stress. His parents are going through a
divorce."

The dean looked surprised that she'd said this.
"What's your major, Ms. Kalin?" he asked
"Biochem. I'm hoping to be a psychiatrist."
"Are you? Well, perhaps this incident has taught you something about human

nature."
"I know I have to find new ways of coping with stress." She hung her head, and

even though the pose was contrite, Beth thought they were both enjoying the drama of the
moment.

"Thank you for coming in." He nodded to both of them.
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Rachel got up and backed away from the velvet-covered chair.

************************* **
Years later, after Rachel had finished her treatment for bulimia, become a

psychiatrist, and Beth was dropping in and out of graduate programs in the sciences, Beth
asked her if she remembered Josh and could diagnose him with depression or something
worse. Rachel refused to try. "He was just lonely and miserable. Just like we were. He just
expressed it differently, instead of binging like we did."

Beth remembered the colossal amounts of food, the pound bags of chips and the
gallons of ice cream. "I always thought I ate out of anger."
"Anger, loneliness. You were angry that boys weren't paying attention to you."
Beth resented the easy explanation, the pigeonholing of her problem. She'd been
disappointed in so many ways. Even the hissing and clanking of the ancient dorm radiators
made her feel angry and defeated in those days, reminding her she was inside, studying or
eating, while others were out having fun.

************************* **
Outside the dean's office that morning, Beth had to scurry to keep up with her
sister.

"Where are you going?" she asked.

"The grocery in McFarland. It's more expensive than the Bald Fox, but I gotta get
something."

"Not yogurt raisins?"

"No, not this time. I was thinking maybe cheese Doritos or something."
She was nearly running, kicking stones out of her way along Locust Walk, the
campus' main artery.

"I do not abuse video games!" she yelled.

"Rachel, he's crazy. The dean had to see that. Look at the pathetic way he tried to
cover his ass."
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"Yeah, I just hope they know it."
She grumbled some more under her breath and Beth asked what she'd said.
"I just felt sorry for him, that was all. That was why I let him hang around."
"I know. It's really sad."

Andrea's bragging letter, Josh's whining. Underneath, it was all the same. Pay

attention to me. Listen. I'm out here in the world alone. Beth wasn't alone. She had
someone to eat Haagen-Dazs with.
"What ice cream do they have there?" Beth asked her sister. She could hear the
loose change jingling in Rachel's pocket.

"Can't remember. Well find out."
As they approached the dorm grocery, several preppie boys, the kind Beth liked,
were leaving with large bags of chips and beer. They failed to hold the door for them, so
Beth grabbed it after one let go and swung it wide open for her sister.
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A Perfect Day

The ski lift rattled and creaked as the empty chairs returned to pick up new
passengers. No matter how prepared Laurel was, it always startled her to lean back into
the chair and feel herself pulled upward, away from the ground, into the air above the
mountainside.
Jill and Laurel sat in their chair, skis dangling but miraculously not falling off,

watching their progress up the snowy hill. From behind them, they could hear other young
skiers shouting in French.
"I feel like we're in Switzerland," Laurel said.

"And only eight hours north! You don't even have to change your money," Jill
said, in a TV announcer voice.

"You do to get a better rate," Laurel muttered, the voice of practicality.
As usual, Jill was on the lookout for boys, but the French Canadians, she said,

were too sleazy for her. They looked around the same age but a lot of them were smoking
in the lift lines, their bleached hair curling over their ski goggles, the top buttons on their

jackets open for vanity.
This class trip to Quebec had been open to everyone in the eleventh grade, but
only the kids in the Honors classes had come, and Jill and Laurel were the only ones who

ordered in French in restaurants and asked, "Comment ce coute?" in stores. "They're
Canadian--they're supposed to be bilingual," Kevin Renfrew said.

Some French Canadians got off the lift, and swiveled their hips and called out:
"Hey Americans! Come on, girls!"

"Do we have to ski down that slope? They'll bug us," Jill said.
"They're not bothering anyone else from school."

"Everybody else is sticking together, that's why. Let's go to the back side--there's
another trail."
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Jill was reckless at times, oddly overcareful at others. Extremely picky about boys
she associated with, Laurel decided. Laurel wouldn't have been so picky--it would have
been nice to have a boy--any boy--pay attention to her.
The chair lift approached the mound at the top of the hill, they raised their ski tips
as directed by signs in French and English, and the chair pushed them forward as they
swung around.
"Allons!" Jill shouted, manuevering her skis sideways and slightly upward, toward

a trail into woods.
Laurel followed, too glad to spend a day skiing to complain about having to climb
up on skis. Jill's jacket bulged over her nylon ski pants and her curly hair was unruly, but
she had the most self-confidence of anyone Laurel knew. At the mall, Laurel always

watched with a combination of awe and embarrassment as Jill approached boys: did they
know what time it was? Did they have change? Was that movie good?

When they got through the small patch of woods they had to take another lift to
the back trail.

"You sure this is okay? I don't see anyone else," Laurel said, while they rode a
nearly empty lift.

"Tout va bien. You'll see," Jill said.

This mountain was steeper. As soon as they got off the lift, Laurel could see a
higher slope with more moguls.
"God Jill, can we do this?"

"Pas de probleme," Jill said, planting her poles into the snow and passing her.
Laurel favored a slower, safer course, sticking to the soft snowdrifts and making

wide turns, keeping her skis on the edge for more control and less speed. If you went
slow, it took longer to get down. She saw Jill's figure becoming tinier and tinier, and then
she was alone on the slope, the snow muffling every sound except the occasional snap of a
twig as melting snow fell through the trees.
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It was peaceful and she liked it. She took her time, humming something in her
head, feeling light and graceful and free. Two skiers startled her as they passed on her left,
turning their heads to look at her, nodding and smiling.
She nodded back and kept going, watching as they became smaller and smaller. At
the bottom of the slope, Jill was waiting.
"That was excellent! Want to go again?"

On their ride up, the two skiers were seated a few chairs ahead of them, the only

other riders. Both male, they wore bright ski hats with tassels, neon goggles, and
expensive-looking ski jackets, gloves, pants and boots.
"You see them go down?" Laurel asked.
"They passed me."

"Then they must've been going pretty fast."
"They're French," Jill said, as if that explained their speed.

"But they're not sleazy."

The French guys were waiting at the top of the slope when they got off the lift.
They smiled, their goggles pushed up off their eyes. One of them was pale and freckled,
skinny, with short black hair and brown eyes. A big, slanted space separated his front
teeth, and you could see too much of his gums. Laurel smiled back at him, with some kind
of weird warmth all over, especially in her chest and shoulders.

"Ca va?" the other boy asked them. He was bigger, broader, had big blue eyes that
seemed to bulge in a goofy way, and short curly hair.
"Ca va bien," Jill had the nerve to answer.
"Oh. You're American."

How could they tell?

"Mais nous parlons francais. I mean, we speak French. Well, we try to," Laurel
felt obliged to say.
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They laughed, and the brown-eyed one kept looking at her and smiling, much more
directly than an American boy would do. She felt like she had ventured into a scary place

where there was no way out but to do something- -like standing on the high dive at the
pool and knowing you had to plunge in to get down.
She waved and attempted to go down the hill.

************************* **
There was some warmth in the March air, even though the snow was firmly
packed. After four more runs, Jill looked at her watch and said it was time for lunch.
Laurel nodded, although she wished they could stay and watch the guys. Every time they
skied past, they nodded, waved and never failed to smile, and she felt the same whoosh,
like being carried off by the lift.

Everyone was supposed to meet at the lodge at 12:30. Even though it was a
cafeteria, the food was French, so it was wonderful. Chicken was smothered in a sweet,
savory sauce. Even French fries were prepared in some delicious, exotic way so they
weren't greasy.

The other kids had stayed on the front of the mountain.
"Did you see those French scuzzballs? We thought they got you two," Sonya
Miller joked. She had been one of the most annoying people on the bus trip up, singing
along with someone's portable radio while Laurel tried to study and Jill tried to sleep.
"We skied the back slope. Nice and quiet," Jill said. Brandishing her tray, she

nodded to Laurel to follow her to a window table, with a view of the mountain and no one
from school around. "Let's be anti-social."
Laurel followed her, and she saw Jill smiling and looking over her shoulder.

Turning around, she saw the two skiers from the back slope heading in their direction with
their trays.
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"S'il vous plait, arretez-vous," Jill said, gesturing to the bench alongside them.
Laurel smiled and felt herself blush, but she wasn't sure if she were embarrassed by the

invitation or the awkward French.
"We speak English as well, you know. Whatever's easier," the burly one said, with
"ers" that sounded like "air." She loved the French Canadian accent, slightly like the

accent English Canadians had. They didn't sound the same as her teacher, Mrs.

Baumgarten, who had lived in France and announced several times that her accent was
"authentic Parisienne."

"I am Bernard. This is Jean-Michel."

Jean-Michel set his tray down next to Laurel's. She watched him swing his legs
across the bench and under the table; you could see the thigh muscle bulging in his

Spandex pants. She realized sides seemed to have been chosen and felt that same happy
fear, a fast fright like when you rushed down the mountain.

"Je m'appelle Jill and elle s'appelle Laurel," Jill said.
"You are from the States?" Jean-Michel asked her. She was surprised at the
softness of his voice.

"New York. We live right outside the city."
"What city?" Bernard asked, winking.
"What other city is there?"

"Perhaps Buffalo, or Syracuse, or Rochester. And let's not forget Albany..."
Jill was smiling up at him and Laurel knew that some tacit agreement had been

made about the rest of the afternoon.

************************* **
They talked and talked during lunch. The two of them, both from a small town in
Quebec, were college students in Quebec City on their spring holiday. Jean-Michel wanted
to become a civil engineer and Bernard was studying pre-law.
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"And what do you do when you go back to New York?" Jean-Michel asked
Laurel.

"Oh, you know. I'm still in high school. I'm planning to go to college the year after
next. Hoping to study philosophy, or maybe anthropology. And continue with my French."
"It is very good, your French. Especially for an American. Most of them come here
and don't even try to speak," he said.
"Then why are we speaking English? I feel like I should be making more of an

effort." It was embarrassing how automatically you fell into English and expected them to
keep up with you.
She couldn't stop looking at him and smiling. His nose was red, and he had a bit of
a ski tan on his face. Unlike the other French boys, he didn't show any more flesh than

necessarybut you could see underneath his turtleneck the tight muscles in his shoulders
and chest. He had little hairs coming out from under his collar, like a man. She liked the

way he held the knife and fork the European way, without switching hands as Americans
did, and he ate with obvious relish, licking his lips, chewing in a deliberate way. He
finished first, and put his hands underneath his chin and watched her.
She blushed.

He said something in French to Bernard that was either too fast, too slangy, or in
too much of a Quebec accent for her to catch, and the two of them laughed, mysterious
men's laughter, deep and squeaky at the same time.

************************* **
Laurel and Jean-Michel rode back to the other side of the mountain together. Jill
and Bernard sat in the chair ahead of them. The teacher had given everybody until five, so
they had close to four more hours. The automatic way she and Jean-Michel had ended up
together, like a default setting on a computer, was exciting and scary. Could it be this
easy?
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"I want to show you something," Jean-Michel said, standing close to her and

demonstrating a way to carve her turns better.
She thought it was just for the ski lesson, but then he stood close to her a lot. On
the chairlift he tapped her shoulder when she said something funny. He listened patiently

to her try to speak French.
"I can't understand why Quebec would want to separate from Canada," she said,
on one of their rides. "You guys don't want to speak English? Just think, the more English
you speak, the more like us you can be! Don't Canadians want to be American?"
He was listening to her, his smile widening, and finally he pulled her hat down on

her head over her eyes, and laughed.

She'd lost track of the time and didn't want to look at her watch, but it seemed like
they were about midway through the afternoon when she noticed Jill's and Bernard's heads
together several chairs in front of them. She looked at Jean-Michel in embarrassment. He
didn't seem to mind, smiling again that direct smile that made her feel singled out.

"When do you go back to New York?"
"Tomorrow. We're staying in Montreal one more night, then we leave."
He breathed out a "hmmph" of resignation. Even though this hadn't happened to
her before, she knew he would see her again if he could. She formulated the sentence,

"This has been a perfect day," in French, and said, "C'etait un journee parfait."
He smiled at her, and she wondered if she'd gotten the words wrong.
"Ce n'est pas fini," he said, it isn't finished.

They were coming to the bottom of the slope, and Jill and Bernard had already
gone up in the chair lift, when Jean-Michel skied over to the side of the hill.
"Vien ici," he called, holding out his hand, taking off his mittens. "Your hands,
they are cold?"
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He slipped her gloves off and rubbed her hands. She felt something drop away
inside her, like the feeling of jumping or rising, and then he had her in his arms and was
kissing her.

It wasn't what she thought a kiss would be like. What surprised her was what she
knew: to close her eyes, to do with her tongue what he was doing with his. It felt natural
and inevitable, like two blind earthworms wriggling around in the dark
"You are not cold?" he asked her.
"I'm freezing. You better kiss me again," she said.

You could ask for what you want and get it! This was more than just another
country.

************************* **
The afternoon changed again after that, just as it had in the dining room. Now they
kissed in the chairlift too, with their breath coming out like smoke when they stopped, not

worrying about the ground below them or the slight rocking of the chair. It only gave
them another excuse to clutch each other tighter. They kissed at the top of the slope and
the bottom; they even stopped midway down to kiss. Bernard and Jill must have seen, but
they didn't care.

"I wanted to kiss you for hours, but when I saw them," Jean-Michel pointed with
his pole at the other couple, "I thought you might think I did it because they did."
Bernard and Jill were displaying the same carelessness on the lifts and slopes,

making the most of the afternoon. It took Laurel a while to realize it when they
disappeared entirely.

"Do you have to go back tonight?" Jean-Michel asked her, stroking her cheek
lightly with one finger. "I want you to stay. You can stay with us."
Laurel felt a chill as if he'd slipped ice down her jacket. He wanted to sleep with
her. That was why he was kissing her, so she would stay over and sleep with him.
"No, I can't. I'd be in trouble--they'd never let me."
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He gave her an exaggerated sad face, his lips drawn out and down.
The magic had been spoiled, and she wanted him to know she'd caught on, so she
said, "Is that why you're skiing with me? To make me stay with you and have sex?"
"What?"

"If I stayed over, we'd have sex, right? Is that why you're here?"
He was shaking his head and holding up a mittened hand in protest, like a traffic

cop. "No, Laurel, no no no." He tightened the bare fingers of his other hand around hers.
"I like you. I didn't mean sex--I just didn't want you to leave. So fast. It's not
enough time." He sighed and made the pouty face again.
"I'm sorry. I guess I'm just suspicious of boys." She could hear how stupid that
sounded, how immature. She had to act differently now. She was with one of them, and he
had allowed her in. It was like befriending an animal in the woods--they learned to trust

you but you had to go slowly and not startle them. You had to act in ways they would
understand.

"But you are right. I would be glad to sleep with you if you wanted it," he said,
and drew her towards him. "I think you are beautiful."

************************* **
The light on the slopes had changed and the trees were casting longer shadows.
The end of winter always pointed out how bare everything looked, like a room with all the

furniture gone. It was almost time to go back. Should she try to find Jill in the woods?
Should she grab Jean-Michel and try to do what they must be doing?

"I know there's nowhere we can go to be alone where it's warm. I'm sorry--I wish
there was," she said.
"You are sweet," he said, holding her, kissing her ear. Why did this have to happen
here and not at home where things could last?
"I guess we need to go back, though," she said. "I really wish I didn't have to."
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"Well, this is for your journey," he said, and gave her a long kiss. She felt light and

pretty, as if the kids back at the bus would see a different girl when she got back. And she
knew she could do whatever she wanted to this boy: she could play with his hair, or hold
his hand, or grab his hat and demand a kiss to give it back. It was so different from the
stupid snowball fights and teasing boys and girls did to pretend they didn't like each other.
She felt as if she and Jill had truly slid under barbed wire and invaded enemy territory, with
wonderfully peaceful results.

They took the lift to the top of the mountain and walked across the trees to ski
back down the front side. At the lodge, Jill and Bernard waited with the the rest of their
class, holding hands. The other kids didn't seem to notice their French boys. They slumped
against the bus, Kevin Renfrew kneeling down besides the ski boots he'd brought from
home.

"I want to take a shower!" Sonya yelled. "I feel gross!"
Laurel walked him around to the other side of the bus, so she could kiss him
goodbye without anyone seeing. He didn't say anything, but lifted her hand to his mouth.
"I am so glad we met today," he said. He kissed her on the palm. "Au revoir,

Laurel. Don't forget Quebec."
She climbed onto the bus, dragging her heavy boots along, and found Jill sitting in
a middle seat.

"Let's sit in the back, where no one will bother us," Laurel said.
"Why? They're all gonna go to sleep, anyway."
"Because."

Laurel didn't want anyone to see her crying. Beyond the bus' handprint-smudged
window, the two boys, skis over their shoulders, headed for a Honda Civic with Quebec

plates--"Je me souviens"--and a ski rack on the top. Jean-Michel had put his cap back on.
While she kissed him, Laurel had taken it off to feel his hair. She let out a wail. Jill leaned
over.
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"Why are you crying?" Jill asked, in a whisper.

Laurel shook her head to show she couldn't talk. She leaned forward into her
hands and cried, letting her fingers absorb the sound. Sniffling, she wiped her nose,
swallowed a few times, and started again. They passed a sign that read, "Montreal 150
lan."
"How far is that?" Jill asked.

"Very far. The end of the world."

"Laurel, come on. I would think you'd be happy that you met a guy."
"A Canadian guy. Who I'll never see again in my life."

"Did you give him your address or your number?"
Laurel shook her head, wiping her eyes.
"Did he ask?"

Laurel slumped in her seat, her arms crossed tightly.
"He didn't ask?" Jill said. "Why didn't you?"

Laurel breathed out. "It all went by in a flash and I thought things were going to

go on longer, and then by the time we were saying goodbye, I didn't want to. I didn't want
to look like I was...trying to hang on."
"Yeah, I don't blame you. That guy has no idea how dull your lovelife is back
home."

Laurel sobbed. "It was so perfect, you know? Why did something so perfect have

to be over so soon?"
"That's what made it perfect," Jill said like a know-it-all. "It wouldn't be perfect if
you guys went to the same sch000l, and you saw him when he didn't wash his hair, and he

saw you when your face was broken out, or ran into you and your mom at the mall. But
this way, it's like a nice perfect little memory."
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She didn't stop once they got back to the hotel. Everyone wanted to spend their
last night in the Sherbrooke Street bars that didn't check ID, but the two girls sat in a
Chinese restaurant and didn't speak, drinking tea. Afterward, they saw their classmates

going into shops--record stores open late, boutiques selling European-looking clothes and
blasting French rock songs.
Laurel studied her reflection in a store window, looking for changes. She expected
to see something like love haunting her features, but there were just the same long straight
nose, the patch of transient zits on her chin, the hazel eyes, with no souvenir of JeanMichel's gaze in them.

"I'm gonna die. I can't stand it."
"You'll forget him. Come on, let's get ice cream."

"What about you? Don't you care about Bernard at all?"
"Yeah, sure, but he lives here. What am I gonna do? It was fun. I'm not sorry."
Jill, walking along the street briskly, turned to her friend and looked her up and
down. "Wait a minute. I know what this is about. Did you guys do it?"
"Jill."

"Is that why you're so upset?"

"What, in the snow? I don't think so, honey. But what about you? You guys were
gone for a long time."
"I'll never tell."

Laurel looked at her friend's smug smile. Jill was taller than Laurel and this seemed

to give her more authority. Could they have done it? In the woods?
In the light of Sherbrooke Street, everything seemed garish and artificial. Laurel

looked down at the puddles in the street, hoping for warm spring rain to wash all the ugly,
blackened snow away.
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Laurel couldn't sleep. She stared at the reflection from the street, the slatted light
coming in through the hotel blinds. They'd never write or talk on the phone. Once you

crossed that border, it was another world, another language, even though it was only eight
hours from home. You'd never even know Canada was here.
She could feel the soreness in her muscles from skiing: the motion came back, the
sensation of flying downhill. Her face felt slightly raw now from rubbing so much against

Jean-Michels, the slight stubble around his mouth and cheeks. She rolled her tongue
around in her mouth, trying to revisit the feel of his. Several times, she felt herself getting
heavier and suddenly her body jerked, as if she was about to fall. The light through the
window got brighter as morning approached.

In the morning they had breakfast in the hotel coffee shop. People got up to use
the bathroom. Sonya Miller called her parents from a payphone. Laurel went into the
ladies' room. A French girl, a few years older than Laurel, stood in front of the mirror
applying more mascara to eyes already so made-up they looked embalmed. She smiled at
Laurel, showing a few missing teeth.

"Who was that boy you were with?" Sonya Miller asked her on the way to the bus.
"He was cute."

"Did he slip you ze tongue?" Kevin Renfrew asked.

"Oooh, Laurel got some action," another boy yelled.
"Shut up," Laurel said, in a tired voice. "It's not funny."
"Laurel got some! Laurel got lucky in Canada!"
"Why don't you just jerk off and shut up," Jill said.

The boys took seats toward the back so Jill and Laurel chose seats up front.
"Too bad you can't get a ride with your Canadian boyfriend," Kevin yelled.
"Go to hell," Laurel said.

"Enough! This is supposed to be a culturally enlightening trip," Mrs. Baumgarten
said, holding up her hand.
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"Plenty of cultures on the tongue. All that French bacteria!" yelled Martin Diaz,
Kevin's friend.

"You boys quiet down or you will be banned from all future trips!"

"They're acting like idiots because you're moping like that," Jill said. "You brought
that on yourself. They smell blood."

"Come on--they do not!" Laurel tried to whisper.

"You should've acted proud of it--that you met a French guy. Let everybody see
you, like I did. I bet they're jealous."
"It's none of their business."
"Oh Laurel, you're such a baby."

Laurel pulled out Wuthering Heights. She wasn't going to talk to Jill if that was
how she felt.

************************* **
The guards at the border didn't joke around with them the way the Canadians had.
They welcomed back their own in a businesslike way, hardly raising an eyebrow,

reminding people not to bring fruit into the continental U.S. The same grey sky hovered
over upstate New York that hung over Quebec. Roadsigns, only in English, marked miles

instead of kilometers. Laurel pushed the button under the armrest to make the seatback
recline and closed her eyes, resting her book in her lap. She tried to recall any of the
sensations from the day before--the kisses, the upward pull of the lift, the downward flight
on the slopes--but everything had gone. All she could feel was the steady thrum of the bus'
engine, bearing them farther south.
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No Brakes

David loves his job. He loves work: the energy of the Loop, the chaos of people
scurrying around and over each other to make money. He likes his job at the commodities
brokerage firm, and he's even happy with his salary. Friday morning he's in a great mood

like everyone else, not so much because the weekend's coming as from the satisfaction of
doing business for the past four days. He knows he could be considered a weirdo.
On his way to the office, David is nearly run over by a bicycle messenger when he

steps off the curb onto LaSalle Street. Even though red letters flash, "Don't Walk," no cars
are coming on the one-way street. He doesn't see the bicycle messenger coming the wrong
way, wearing a bright neon vest, black shorts, flourescent goggles and a helmet, who
screams, "Get the fuck out of my way!" David jumps back from the impact of the crash
that almost was.
"It's a one-way street," David yells to his back.
"I'm in a hurry, asshole."

In the three years he's worked for the brokerage fun, David's noticed bike
messenger circulation increasing in the Chicago Loop. The messengers, usually young men

with facial hair designed to make a statement, pilot their rickety-looking contraptions
standing as they navigate with no brakes. Serving corporate behemoths like the one he
works for, they seem nonetheless like free agents as they shuttle between offices delivering
things that can't be faxed, that must arrive pronto. He's amazed by their complete
obliviousness to the pedestrian world around them; they're just as likely to mow down
some CEO returning from an expense account lunch as they are to get him his contracts
on time.
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After work, David stops for a beer at the Berghoff with Jeff. The Berghoffs a
German restaurant with a stand-up bar that only recently admitted women. There aren't

too many of them standing and drinking when he and Jeff elbow their way through the
suits Friday night to pound down a few before Jeff goes back to the suburbs and Davidnow that they've been dating long enough to spend weekend nights together--fmds his way
to Alison.

Jeff and David go back a long way--since elementary school, in fact, and Alison
thinks their friendship's outlived its usefulness. "He's dead weight," she says, but what she

doesn't understand is that Jeff is not in his life now because of his razor sharp wit or
scintillating insights. He's just been David's friend too long. What would he say to him?
"Sorry Jeff, but my girlfriend thinks you're a loser and sometimes I think she's right. Bye."
Their differences manifested themselves in high school, when Jeff listened to bands

like Boston, Kansas, Aerosmith and Yes, while David ventured into a less popular world:
The Clash, Wire, X. Bands whose listeners supposedly wore skinny ties and danced on

one leg, or "pogoed," as he later heard it called, at clubs downtown like the Lucky
Number. Clubs David never saw the inside of until they were no longer cool.
Jeff still listens to that '70s stuff. It's a given that "Lyin' Eyes," "Two Tickets to
Paradise" or some other classic rock selection David would gladly pay never to hear again
in his life will be playing on the radio in Jeffs car, a Mazda RX-7. Jeff says he lives with

his parents so he can afford it. He never dates anybody and David can't ask him about it
because they've all grown so used to things. Yet he'll occasionally talk about a woman
with huge "zoomers" and David feels obligated to laugh along and pretend he's a certain
kind of guy. This is something they have to do, just like when, in high school, David felt
obligated to try pot and listen to Led Zeppelin, to make sure he wasn't missing out and his
peers wouldn't excommunicate him.
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"What you doing this weekend?" David yells to Jeff over the din. By 6 p.m., it's as
raucous in here as fmancial managers still wearing ties can get; by 7, it will be a ghost
town--everyone having fled to wives or expensive dinners in Lincoln Park.
"Final Four tomorrow. North Carolina vs. Michigan. You?"
The big old guy to his left lights up a cigar, which must be why his moustache is
stained yellow. There are a lot of men like him in here, which might be why Jeff likes it

here. David tries not to cough. Cigars are one of those things, like sports, he was relieved
to discover that after a certain age he didn't have to pretend to like. He thinks the final
four has something to do with sports, but he's not sure which.
"Not much. I might go into work for a few hours, and I'm helping Alison look for

a car. One of these days I gotta get a new stereo. Mine's dying."
"There are lots of good outlets in Buffalo Grove."
A puff of cigar smoke flies in his face.

"Yeah. We should make a day of it," David says, suppressing a cough. "This is the
kind of place where a man can still smoke a cigar like a man, God damn it!"

Jeff looks at him as if trying to see the joke. "I gotta make the train in fifteen
minutes. After that they start running only every hour."

************************* **
He has been dating Alison for about six months now, which seems like quite a long
time once you pass 30. David thinks things are pretty good except when she insists on
discussing the "relationship" and "where things are going," those uncomfortable moments
when frames have to be put around activities. A big picture. It's going well, let's just let

things happen, he'll say. He's pretty sure that she doesn't view everything as a marriage
audition, but the idea that things need a destination, that you can't just cruise and stop
whenever you want, is too prevalent to blame on Alison.
"Is Jeff a virgin?" Alison asks him later that night in one of the neighborhood Thai

restaurants.
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"Why do you ask?" David says, nearly sputtering out the sweet iced coffee.
"I thought maybe that's why he's so disagreeable. Never actually had sex, bitter and
resentful, but too old to say anything."

He honestly doesn't know the answer--it would insult Jeff to ask. You couldn't
really talk about it any more if you were a virgin, he supposes.
Out of loyalty, he says, "I doubt it. I hope you're not getting any ideas about Jeff."
"Please. He's one person whose deserves his looks."
He knows he and Alison are not matched physically, and that he's lucky to be
dating someone this good-looking. What makes Alison a find is that she doesn't see herself
as beautiful: she laments her freckles and red hair, still has some mental image of an
ungainly adolescent which is far from the wavy-haired swan in print dresses he sees.

And to make things even better, she finds him physically attractive. He's not very tall--too
vain to actually say short but probably just below the measurement for "average" height,
and always, always, far too skinny. He has straight black hair and eyes that make people
always ask him if he's "half-Asian" or "half-Chinese." He wears contacts, but has these
wire -rims for work. To him they are the antithesis of sexy, but Alison loves them.
"Alison, come on. He's an old friend."

"And a jerk. Useless to your life. He's holding you back."
"How? It's not like I live with him and take his advice. I barely talk to the guy."

The waitress comes and he orders another Singha.
"Maybe you should try to fix Jeff up if you're so concerned about his status,"
David suggests.
"I don't have any single friends I dislike that much."

If he let it bother him that Alison didn't like Jeff, he'd be in trouble. If she started
running his life and picking his friends. It's bad enough she's got him doing things like the

"egalitarian" baby shower he agreed to go to, which means the daddy and his male friends
participate. Jeff doesn't seem to mind her, he rarely even acknowledges her when he and
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David are alone. It's as if she's a part of David's other life that's too boring or irrelevant to
talk about, like David suddenly discussing the specifics of markets and futures.

************************* **
David tries to look at Jeff through a girlfriend's eyes. He's got too big of a head,
balanced on a large, somewhat rugged body that's run to early middle-aged fat with his
lack of exercise. Ever since junior high, he's been extremely tall, and unconsciously
compensates by slumping over. He's always worn his kinky, unruly hair short, close to his

head in a style-free cut, and wears white shirts and blue ties to his job as a distributor of
dry cleaning supplies. Jeff's from the old school that says paying attention to fashion is for
effeminate men only: it's almost a mark of pride to be as bland as possible.

When Jeff went off to an east coast college, Miami, David stayed in the Midwest.
While he was in the first years of his career in Chicago, his incipient adulthood, Jeff stayed
in Florida, which David thinks of as a principality of strip malls and rental car outlets. Jeff

came back two years ago after losing his job and suffering some kind of depression he

won't discuss, and moved in with his parents, taking a job that didn't pay as much as he'd
been making. David greeted him with reservations; what would they talk about? What
could they have in common after all this time? He hadn't kept in touch with anyone else

from high school. But Jeff seemed so relieved to have a local contact beside his parents
that he didn't seem to mind if David just said nothing, meeting him in a bar to eat pretzels
and drink beer while the Bears lost on a big screen TV above them.
Since it's a March night above twenty degrees, after dinner, Alison and David walk

to Tower Records. It's a huge relief that they've been together long enough not to have
structured, planned activities every minute. David lives in the heart of Lincoln Park, a
brick and greystone neighborhood flooded with investment bankers and hopeful young
blonde women moving impressionist art posters and espresso makers into their condos. It
kills him how everywhere they look kids fresh from Notre Dame or Michigan are going in

packs to noisy parties. It took him years to afford this neighborhood! He'd paid his dues
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first in cramped studios in less glamorous Lakeview and railroad flats near the ballpark
shared with other guys, everyone too bent on projecting a masculine image to clean or
wash anything. David could still remember the Sunday morning smell after they'd had
parties, a mixture of spilled beer, tequila, dirty ashtrays and a musky, unnameable essence

of perfume, sweat and effort.
Alison and David proceed regally along the street like elder statesmen of the
neighborhood. Perhaps there's a slow, seniorly dignity in the way they walk: not holding

hands every second but occasionally flipping their fingers around each other through her
woolly, handmade gloves. He loves how she's dressed: a pale grey turtleneck that looks

like she's had it forever, patched jeans that don't cling to the butt she's so worried about
but which he likes. Tortoise shell barettes hold her long hair off her face, her glasses are
on (they're square frames which give her a serious accountant look) and the wind brings
out those adorable freckles she hates.

Tower Records occupies the ground floor of a high rise that went up a few years
ago, crouching there like a glistening, money-eating Venus fly trap. The store's seductive:
glassed-in listening areas for jazz, classical, vocalists, with the bulk of the place given over

to pop. The green hair and nose ring kids, skateboards under their arms, shuffle through
the straight edge collections and make him feel old. People his age are already gravitating
to adult contemporary, he guesses, or, like Jeff, they're still listening to what they grew up
with.

"I think we should try it," Alison says, rushing over to David while he flips through

Robyn Hitchcock's CDs, hoping against hope for a new one to appear. "You know, fixing
Jeff up. I can think of someone."

"Christ Alison," he sighs. He knows she does not want to pair Jeff up so that
everyone will be in a happy couple like them, but so that Jeff will be further from him,

separated by the pressures and attachments of a female. "Who would you do that to?
What friend would you burden like that?"
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"Alright, she's not a friend." Alison admits this, smiling, but as far as he can tell,

not in a malicious way. She has brown eyes that always look friendly, so it's hard to know
when she's mad. "She's this woman in my office. A few years older than Jeff. I know she
hasn't had a relationship in a while and she answers Reader personals all the time."

The free entertainment weekly caters to a large section of those believing they can
find a mate through advertising, like trying to sell an '89 Nissan Sentra. No matter how
hopeful and confident the ads sound, "Let's throw convention to the wind and go Latin
dancing all night! Hope you love Great Pyrenees because I've got two of them!" you know
everybody's sitting home at their kitchen table, pen in hand, wishing for a miracle.

"Well, we'd have to act like it wasn't a double date. Just go out for pizza, the four
of us or something. I wouldn't even tell Jeff--just act like you brought her along. What's
her name?"

"She cute?"
"David!"

"I'm shallow. So's Jeff. He might want her if she's cute."

All over this neighborhood, prospective couples, set up on dates by friends or coworkers, or even by personal ads, fill restaurants, trying to impress each other over tapas
or some newer food vogue like Pacific Rim. He imagines Jeff awkwardly sitting across a

cramped restaurant table from someone he'd talked to on the phone. She would probably
have run the ad, and mentioned at least the Bulls, if not the Cubs or Bears in it too.
"She's short, has kind of a big nose, big butt, but nice eyes."
"Oh. Great personality."
Alison frowns. She takes offense on other people's behalf.

"We could give it a shot. But don't build him up to her, either. rd hate to
disappoint this woman. Sounds like she's had lots of it already."
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"Yes, but in a sense, she doesn't mind more. She's determined to get married. She's
trying hard--still wants kids."
"This is not the woman for Jeff."
"He could use a little maturity."

"He won't stick around long enough to find out if she has any."

************************* **
David hates courtship rituals: Saturday night dinners out, going to see a band and

worrying about who pays or what to say, rather than having fun. The awkward
conversation, the doubt about when to end the evening and how much to mention the
future. This and more await the single, which is why he believes people stay with less than

ideal partners. He's been on many first dates, good and bad. He's been the jerk who doesn't

call--and, too, the surprised one who calls and hears, "No, I don't think so. But thanks."
They engineer it so that they meet in a Thai restaurant and go to a blues bar
afterward. To remove pressure, they do this on a Tuesday night, when restaurants aren't
full and it's easier to park. Jeff will grumble less if he can safely leave the RX-7 within

sight of the restaurant, and watch it fondly throughout the meal. When they get there, Jeff
is waiting, obviously not dressed for a date, in a faded striped cotton shirt and grey
polyester pants.

He high fives David and nods to Alison. So that he doesn't feel set up when Rita
walks in, David's told him Alison is bringing a friend from work who has been depressed

lately and needs to get out more. As if they're doing her a favor.
"How's work, Jeff?" Alison asks.

"Fine," he says, looking suspicious. "What's good here?" He studies the stained,
frayed menu.

"Pad Thai. It's not too spicy," Alison says, and David hits her hand under the table
for suggesting the most bland, popular dish, the hamburger and french fries of Thai
cuisine.
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"Yeah, okay. I'll have that."

"Don't you think Chicago should start limiting permits to Thai restaurants?" David
says to both of them. "Thai restaurants every two feet--maybe they shoot the meals from
Bangkok to O'Hare in an underground delivery system like a bank."
"There's not so many out where we live," Jeff says.

Anything David says in reply to this about the suburbs will sound snotty, so he
keeps quiet.
A woman enters and looks around, smiling. She is short, and wears a military-style

coat, buttoned up, that makes her look older, severe, and at the same time, in need of
protection.
"Rita!" Alison waves.

Rita's eyes scan their table wildly, calculating, David supposes, who would be the

potential husband. She looks older--closer to 40--and bright pink lipstick, made-up cheeks
and short hair can't camouflage her worried, tired face. A wave of dense perfume-reminding David of his mother getting ready for a big evening out--spills across the table.

Alison introduces her and puts her next to Jeff.
"Well, I've never been to this one yet. But I love Thai food," Rita says, smiling at
all of them. She looks more closely at David, and says, "Thai food must be similar to what
you're used to."
Jeff laughs and says, "Steak and tater tots?"

Rita looks puzzled, and turns to Jeff. "Alison tells me you're in the dry cleaning
business." She's not wasting any time. Jeff's playing with the peanut and hot sauces, and
not looking up. David sees for the first time, the face of a man on his friend, a man getting
older: the tiny lines around the eyes, the coarsening hair.
"Yeah."

"We work for the dental association. Fundraising."
"Yeah."
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Alison rescues things by talking about a project they're working on. Jeff is obliged

to nod and act interested, but David bets he's sorry he's here. He has probably figured out
by now that this is a blind date--but what's so wrong about trying to get lonely people
together? David tries to remember whether there's a Thins game he's making him miss.

"I'm going to Hawaii for vacation! Did I tell you?" Rita announces. "I got a really
good deal."
"That's great," Alison says. "When?"
"This July."

Jeff laughs. "Why would anyone go to Hawaii in the summer? When it's hot as hell
here?"

"Off-season's cheaper. And it's not the same kind of heat," Alison butts in, before
Rita can be offended.

"You're actually right, Jeff," Rita says, leaning forward earnestly as if to give his

opinion the measured consideration it deserves. "I thought about that, too. But heck, this
is a chance for me to get to Hawaii, and I'm sure it'll be nice there in July!"

David can picture her poring over the personals, wrapped in a bathrobe, her feet in
fuzzy slippers, pen in hand to circle the promising ones,.

"Jeffs really into sports," Alison says. "He's a big Bulls fan, and he loves the Sox
and the Bears." In Chicago, this hardly differentiates him from anyone driving a vehicle on
the Kennedy, but she's trying.

"My nephews follow sports," Rita says, which stops conversation dead. No one is
kind enough to ask how old her nephews are.
"Did you notice that RX-7? It's Jeffs," David says, his one stab at diplomacy all
night. The words sound forced and smack of an attempt to sell him.

"No. I had to park a block away. There was too much ice on this block," Rita says,
and David fears a litany on Chicago winters.

"Yeah. I miss Florida. You didn't have to worry about ice there!"
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Run, Jeff! Carry the ball and run with it!
"How long were you in Florida?"
Alison and David sit back like beaming parents and let the momentum carry,
holding their breaths. It dead-ends after Jeff explains about losing his job and moving in

with his parents. The food comes, and Rita makes a big deal about what she can and can't
eat because of her food allergies.

By the time they get to the blues bar, they don't even sit together: Alison and
David sit in the middle, like the arc of an unwilling discussion group forced to meet as part
of their parole. Once the music starts, it's impossible to talk, and Jeff orders beer after
beer. The singer has apparently decided to sing the most obscene, suggestive songs she
can think of, songs about putting some sugar in the bowl, mixing the cream, and shaking
the jelly. Rita, frowning in concentration, appears to be interpreting it all as recipes. At the
end of the evening, Jeff and Rita nod to each other politely and neither asks for the other's
number.

David's grateful Alison, in the car home, doesn't put a positive spin on things.
"Well, I tried," she says, and squeezes his hand on the clutch.
"Come home with me," he suggests.
"It's a week night."

"So? Is there a law we can only stay over on weekend nights?"
"I wanted to go home. Why don't you stay at my place? Then you can get up early
and worry about saline solution and all that stuff."

If he starts letting his contact lens solution rule his lovelife, it's really over. So they
go to her place. Watching those two hopelessly adrift people has made him want to hold
her, but he won't tell her. When he was between girlfriends, he always hated the smug
superiority of long-term couples, their assumption no one was as happy as they were.
Alison's cramped apartment is in Lakeview, an area north of Lincoln Park which
became trendy in the '80s. She can afford a tiny one-bedroom here but not closer to
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downtown. Leather bars and stores cater to a large gay population on this part of
Broadway. Farther west, the main artery Clark runs past Wrigley Field where the Cubs
play. On any spring or summer day when there's an at-home game, obnoxious, beer-

sodden young (and not-so-young) crowd the streets, noisy and rude. But that red-blooded
all-American element would be outnumbered a few blocks closer to the lake by the drag
queens and pretty boys.

David likes it that Alison has the kind of unsettled apartment young people have
when they first move to the big city and can't afford anything nice. It makes her seem
down to earth and sort of charmingly adrift, not obsessed with money or accumulating
material possessions. He knows she isn't crazy about her job at the dental association,
doesn't see it as her life's work. And why should you have your life's work figured out
when you're 34, anyway?

The old pre-war building has lots of charm on the outsideFrench windows, oak
moldings, parquet floors, stuccoed walls, but inside heat is uneven and water pressure
problems plague the showers. Alison's apartment is all comfort and softness: a bamboo
lamp lined with creamy orange paper, cushy throw rugs, chairs you can sink into, posters

from Santa Fe with desert pastels. David can't wait to get in bed with her, but he teases
himself, prolonging things with a glass of red wine. Whenever she's complained about men

in her past or her friends', all they were interested in was sex. So David sips the cabernet
as she goes through her mail in her cramped, old fashioned kitchen with the sink basin

exposed and not enough counter space. She complains about the gas bill and the junk
mail garden supply catalogs for the previous occupant. He enjoys watching her daily
routines, the evening wind-down.

************************* **
Jeff won't acknowledge that what they were on was an attempt to set him up. He
doesn't mention Rita and neither blames nor thanks David. David's sure he figured things
out, but to Jeff, a blind date falls into the category of inadmissable.
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"I got Bulls tickets Friday night from a guy at work. Wanna go?" Jeff calls and
asks him at work.

"Alison and I are supposed to go to gallery openings."
"Please. Wine and cheese?"

"She likes it." Out the window, he watches the mid-morning activity in the Loop.

More bicycle messengers, taunting death without brakes. He eyes the shiny new espresso
bar in the old Monadnock building across the street--grandly Victorian red brick--and
wishes it weren't part of a national chain. In spite of himself, he hates patronizing big

corporate entities if he can support something local, independent
"This is Michael Jordan we're talking about"
David's told him he's not a big basketball fan but Jeff probably feels embarrassed
enough for him that he glosses over that, trying to convert him. David imagines him
thinking: I know I can just get David to be obsessed if I try hard enough, if I give him
courtside tickets or get him to catch a fly ball at Wrigley Field.

"Nahh. I appreciate it, though. Go with your dad."
"Give me a break. I'm trying to get out of the house more."

What must it be like to come home, over 30, to face those good folks who raised
you? To worry about whether they're still awake if you've been out drinking?

"Tell you what. I wanted to look at some stereo components Saturday," he offers
him as a concession. "Wanna come?"
"Yeah. If you'll be up for it after your evening at the galleries."
David doesn't defend himself. Instead, he pictures Jeff, Saturday morning, lolling

over cornflakes with mom and dad, studying the paper for that day's games. Why does
that make him sad? If that's the way Jeff wants to live, who is he to judge?

************************* **
Parents or teachers never tell you that when you grow up, your time is not your
own. You're either at work, or scrambling in the "free" time to do what you don't have
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time to all those other hours: laundry, taking the car to the mechanic, figuring out how
you'll get home afterward, food shopping, sitting in traffic. On weekends, Alison and

David joke around about being errand slaves, and how what seems to stretch out Friday
night like a limitless gift becomes quickly eaten away by routine demands like returning

rented videos and balancing checkbooks.
That Saturday Jeff's presence in his car feels like another obligation. He thinks of
the old Band song, "The Weight," which they won't have to hear since it's David's car. Jeff
faults his choice of Green Day.
"Turn this shit off. I'm not fifteen."
"That's for damn sure." He flips it off.

David asks him about the game and Jeff elaborates on it at length. He watches a
Corvette weave between lanes and then tells Jeff about the galleries. Despite himself, he
says things Alison would consider homophobic about effeminate men and people trying to

pick each other up, the desperate women, lubricated by red wine, edging up to men in
black leather jackets.
"Desperate women! Why did I miss it?" Jeff jokes.

"But if you wanted a desperate woman what was wrong with Rita?" David says.
"Who?"

"Remember Alison's friend? That pity case she brought with us to the Thai
place."

He's putting the safe spin on it for his benefit: Jeff's the success, Rita's the

desperate loser.
"Oh, she didn't strike me as desperate. I thought you meant some woman who was
all liquored up and ready." He laughs in an exaggerated smarmy way, and they're back to
caricature again.
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"I don't know, but I don't think rd go to gallery openings if I was looking. It's so
forced, having to meet some stranger and figure out some stupid line to say," he offers,
hoping Jeff will reveal something.

"How'd you meet Alison?"

This could be progress.

"Friend of a friend's friend at a party. I thought she was pretty cute and asked to be
introduced. I didn't have to figure out some stupid thing to say in a bar. Thank God."
"Yeah. I hate that."

He closes up now, but good. They start discussing stereo components, and that
takes them all the way to the Goodmart parking lot.
When they approach the store, David tells Jeff he's gotta call Alison.
"Checking in? Why don't you wear a pager?" he says.

David ignores the sarcasm and fishes for a quarter.
"Here." He hands him one.
She answers on the first ring: "Where are you?"
"Goodmart in Buffalo Grove. Jeff's helping me pick out components."
"Cathy's shower is today!"

Jeff turns around awkwardly, squinting, making it obvious he's trying not to listen.
"Gosh darn it!" he says mockingly.

"Oh, screw you. Now I have to go alone."
"You're an independent woman. Going to a shower with other independent people,
even daddies." David turns the other way so Jeff won't hear him, but he's not going to
pretend he didn't hear that.
"Thank you, Rush Limbaugh."

David's torn between the impulse to mock it all, men in aprons and children's

books like Mommy Drives a Truck and Daddy's Special Friend Howard, or to admire his
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idealistic girlfriend and her fervent friends, who so much want everything to be better,
fairer.

Jeffs whistling, hands in his pockets, as if waiting to use the phone.
"I'm sorry. Tell Cathy I couldn't make it because I'm sick or something."
"You shit."
"Wait a minute, here - -what are we, joined at the hip? I never signed anything

ceding every free minute of my time to you, you know."
"This is getting really stupid. Do we have to fight about something this banal?"
David knows he's being irrational, but even her language -- banal -- irritates him.
"What would you like to fight about?" he says.
"Let's talk about it face to face sometime." She sounds really angry.
Jeff pantomimes pitches - -curve balls.
"Alison--"

It's too late; she's hung up.
"Oh buddy, she's got you by 'em, alright," Jeff says, shaking his head as if in relief

at the narrow escape he's made from similar bondage.
"Not if I have anything to say about it." Now he has lost face in front of this idiot,

too.
In the store they hover between receivers, pushing dials and buttons they pretend

to know the functions of.
"When we were kids, guys didn't have to go to baby showers, man. I mean, I get
the equal pay thing. But baby showers!" Jeffs back to Gender Wars. David ignores him.
"Does this receiver have Dolby sound?" he asks aloud. The salespeople in this

department are either notoriously high pressure, or vaporize completely, taking hours to
answer a question.
"I don't have a problem with them having good jobs, either. A woman president,
fine. What bugs me is this militant, we're-better-than-men shit"
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"What, at baby showers?"

He can't tell David's kidding, and goes on. "Let them die in combat. Then I'll go to
a baby shower."
"I need to fmd a salesperson. I'll be right back."

He escapes in search of the nearest one, a black kid he can tell is eager to make a
commission. Within twenty minutes, they're at the counter with his Visa card.

************************* **
On the way home, David keeps quiet. He's reminded of a painful return trip from
New Orleans with a former girlfriend. They'd begun to fight while sightseeing in the

French Quarter, and by the time they had to make the 16-hour drive home, were speaking

only to ask to stop for gas or the restroom. He came to hate the Elvis Costello and
Replacements tapes they listened to over and over. Stopping in Jackson, Mississippi, to

get gas, he'd had an odd urge to announce he was staying there, settling down, and wish
her luck with the rest of the trip.
Jeff sighs and says, "I'm glad I'm sitting here with you and not my mother. Last

week her car was in the shop on Saturday and Dad was working, so I had to drive her to
the mall. Then of course, she starts saying I could use some new spring clothes. We ended
up spending two hours clothes-shopping!" He laughs, and David pictures Jeff, tall and
ungainly, emerging from dressing rooms and parading before Mom.
"Did she buy you lunch?"

"We got a pizza on the way home."
When David lets him out of the car, Jeff says, "Maybe we can do something one
night this week? Go for a few beers?"
"Yeah, okay."

He waves, and then David watches him turn around, a big man, walking up the
driveway of his parents' house. His shoulders droop slightly in the shapeless vinyl jacket he

wears on the weekend, and it makes him look tired, heavy. On the walk leading from the
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driveway to the house, a boulder painted white proclaims the house's number, 317, inside
a cornflower.

************************* **
David and Alison have stopped talking to each other in the stupid, cowardly way
people discard each other after bad dates: they just don't call. After three days, David can't
believe their six-month association can collapse just like that, like two scared seventeen

year olds. He'd expected better from her, from himself. It's ridiculous. It's banal. But he's

not going to be the one to call.
The longer he waits, the more impossible it will be to call her, anyway, the more
removed they'll be from each other. But if she really cared about him, she'd be calling and
apologizing, and wouldn't ask him humiliating things in front of his friends like attending a
baby shower.

Early in the morning the light that comes in from the alley behind his apartment is

grey, the color of hopelessness and defeat. He tries to think of Alison, to recapture what
their best moments felt like, but the grinding whine of a garbage truck, the heavy metallic
bounce as it loads up, interrupts, jars him.
When the phone calls start coming from Jeff-- something to fill the void, an outlet if

he wished to complainit feels so depressingly inevitable he wants to lie down behind the
RX-7 when he backs out of the garage. Of course, Jeff has lots of free time to fill. And
now, so does David.
The second week after they've stopped talking, he and Jeff go to the Berghoff
again, and David avoids the subject of Alison. As usual, Jeff never asks.

"They're re-doing the kitchen. Contractors in the house making all this racket in
the morning. I can't sleep in on weekends. It really sucks," Jeff says.
"That's too bad," he says without sympathy. Around him, happy, hearty sales types

slap each other on the backs. How ridiculous everyone looks when you're going through a
romantic disaster. He says, "You ever think about moving out?"
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Jeff sighs. "Wish I could man, but money's too tight. The payments are killing me."
"How can a car be worth it?" David says, without smiling. "I mean, living with
your parents. I can't imagine what that would be like at this age."

"It's not that bad. I can do what I want."
"But you end up spending a lot of time at home, anyway, don't you? It's like you
never left. Don't you ever want to get a life?"
Jeff looks hurt, and David excuses himself and head for the men's room. He calls
Alison, gets the answering machine and hangs up, without leaving any message.

Jeffs gone. In the crush of men at the bar, David doesn't see him anywhere. It's not
like him to do something like that--to take offense. Good for him. He hopes Jeff gets his
train home without having to wait very long.
David leaves his half-full glass of weissbeer on the bar. Nighttime in the Loop: the
fleet bicycle messengers of daytime are replaced by the slow, heavy tread of the exhausted

and overworked. Everyone seems to have gone home by now; the crush of after-work
commuters has been replaced by empty streets, punctuated by the occasional late-working

lawyer or computer programmer, emerging dazed into the light of the streetlamps. David
walks along LaSalle Street, away from the Board of Trade building where a statue of the
goddess of grain looks down on the Loop, hopefully blessing the commodities market
with profits in wheat and soybeans.

He waits at a corner for the 36 bus, which runs through Lincoln Park. A fat,
slightly stooped man who could be Jeff in a few years emerges from an office building,

burdened with corporate luggage: an overstuffed briefcase, a laptop that looks like a
cement slab. His raincoat's coming undone over his bulging stomach and even his thinning

hair, combed over a balding scalp, seems rumpled. He's probably got enough work there
to fill an entire two-week vacation, let alone a weekend.

Looking at him, David feels light in comparison. He's got no work to take home,
no obligations. He could take off somewhere for the weekend. But he knows he won't;
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hell walk the neighborhood, shaking his head over the young kids and their rapid ascent to
prosperity, their sports bar goodwill. Jeff will be doing things in the suburbs with his
parents, maybe giving his father's car a jump or lifting something Mom can't reach. Alison
is probably still complaining to her girlfriends--or Rita--about the jerk she'd been dating.

Maybe this poor sucker's better off mired in work like some Dickensian drone in a
labyrinth of paper. David watches the 36 pull up with a pneumatic hiss as the doors flap

open. The guy struggles to carry his load up the three steps.
"Want some help there?" David asks.
"I can manage."

"Great." David shoves a token in the plastic case as the man heaves his burdens

along the aisle, onto a seat near the rear door.
The bus roars away from the curb, doors snapping shut, nearly jolting David off his
feet as he grabs a pole, leans against it for a second, and then slumps down into a seat.
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The Israeli Friend

The third or fourth week of class, the Israeli woman who always came in late
finally spoke. Naomi could smell tobacco on her clothes and breath.
"Excuse me, you are Jewish?"

"How'd you know?"

She had long, streaked red-brown hair, and wore low-cut blouses and red lipstick.
"You name. Naomi Solomon. You have been to Israel?" Her r's were soft.
"My parents sent me in high school."

They were taking this evening class on "Breaking into the Biz" because they both

wanted to get into advertising. She wanted to be an art director and Naomi wanted to
write copy.

"You speak Hebrew?" she asked.
"No, I never learned."

"So much I miss Israel. But my husband work for Bank Leumi--you know it?--and
we stay in Chicago for a few year." She pushed her long hair off her face with black nails.

She wore tight jeans, spiked heel boots and a furry red sweater. Naomi was surprised a
married woman would dress like that.
"Not much Jew in Chicago," she said.

"They're all on the North Shore. Where I grew up."
"Skokie? We live by there. You know Devon Avenue?"

Naomi nodded.
"My name is Rana. Maybe sometime we eat felafel. You like these?"

***************************
The Israeli men Naomi had seen during her high school Young Judea Tour were
mainly soldiers traveling to and from bases, who all seemed to have the same tight kinky
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hair on their heads as they squatted at bus shelters and exhaled cigarette smoke. From the
windows of the air conditioned bus, the kids could see them holding thumbs down in the
Israeli gesture for hitchhiking, and occasionally a girl pleaded with the guides to pick up
one of the cute ones. They never let them.
Even though they were soldiers holding guns, so exhausted from their training they
could fall asleep in their uniforms on the beach, Naomi saw them and could only think
about the curly black chest hair visible in the v-necks of their olive drab uniforms. They

were mostly between eighteen and twenty-one, with hormones that must have been raging.
A few times in Tel Aviv, some of them tried to start conversations with some of the teen
tour girls, who laughed nervously before the guides saw and said it was time to go. They
wore the briefest of bathing suits, the European bikini kind that left nothing to the

imagination. Naomi couldn't look at them; it was embarrassing and indecent
Rana's husband was nothing like them. Stocky and balding in his pin-striped banker

suit, he spoke crisp British English with no trace of an Israeli accent; his parents lived
abroad and he'd been born in Manchester. Rana and Etan had a three year-old, Chava, who
was slightly chubby and wore straight black bangs over almost comically big brown eyes.
She didn't look a thing like her languid mother--in her lap, Naomi felt she could have been
mistaken for her child.

"She like you!" Rana said, as Naomi bounced a giggling Chava on her knee. "She

look like you. You want child?"

"I don't know. I never really thought about it. Not yet, at least" She smiled at
Chava, as if she might understand and be offended.
The little girl chattered in a mixture of Hebrew and English while Dana made salad.

Etan went in the bedroom to make a business call, and his voice rose as he argued in
Hebrew.

"You have boyfriend?" Rana asked, stirring eggplant
Naomi shook her head, shrugging.
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"You lucky to be single. Married boring," Rana said, giving her a smile.
"People always think everyone else has it better."

liana pushed her hair out of her eyes again.
"Ehh-American Jew, they marry non-Jew. All the time. It's problem. But not you.

You different--it's not happen," she said. She sighed, and then asked, "You want to meet
Israeli man? We know some not married. Maybe you come when they eat dinner."

************************* **
Naomi doubted that she'd marry anyone, at this rate. She'd never even had a
boyfriend. The men she wanted wore fringed leather jackets and had long, tousled curly
hair and tight, reedy bodies. Guitar players who were always leaving town the next day.

The problem cases showed interest in her alcohol or drug abuse, neediness, even a guy
she'd gone on two dates with who then called in the middle of the night for several
months. It was all so confusing and hostile, like the gender battle lines drawn on the
playground when she was a little girl playing with other little girls. She'd learned then that
armistice was not possible and had felt betrayed when, around barmitzvah age, kids started
gingerly crossing enemy lines.

Boys teased her about her "beak" nose, she was too skinny, and had fine, stickstraight hair. Anyone as ugly as Naomi would never have a boyfriend or sex, and even

thinking about it or expecting it would be complete arrogance, asking for the moon.
The safest path was to cut losses, eliminate desire whenever possible, squelch all thoughts
of sex. No guys, either in high school or college, came along to shake this belief.
After college, she'd saved enough money to get the nose bobbed, and skinniness
turned into a mercifully slim shape when others were complaining about cellulite. The fine

hair was now worn in a gamine look meant to call up Audrey Hepburn in her heyday, and
since she'd added auburn highlights to the undistinguished brown other women were
always admiring it. But the doubt remained; no man would ever want her, love her, desire
her. She'd achieved a level of fashion other women admired--entering into a stylish but
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safe camaraderie where Ann Taylor shoppers recognized each other across an office xerox
machine and nodded in quiet, mutual appreciation of each other's taste.
She couldn't tell liana about how she awoke often in the middle of the night,
staring at the clock in panic, realizing that her life was passing, and she would never find a
man. Nothing, no one, never, the litany went, familiar now as a bumper sticker slogan.

***************************
Naomi wandered into the living room to look at the charcoal drawings on the wall.
She couldn't believe Ilana had hung these where her child could see--most of them were
highly erotic: a woman fingering herself, naked couples circling each other on all fours.

"Wow. These are intense," she said.
"You like my picture?"

"You drew these?" She turned around to look at Rana, who leaned over her little
girl, feeding her dinner. How had she done them? Naomi couldn't believe the chubby,
businesslike Etan was her model. It was impossible to imagine him and that protruding
stomach romping in the sheets. She must've been promiscuous before she got married:
probably with some of those soldiers. Why did she always think these things of others -so
disapproving of their sexuality? She knew she was jealous of them, their ability to relax
and let this aspect of themselves blossom.

Naomi couldn't stop staring at the obscene images. She felt shame at this

fascination, like trying to sneak a look at Madonna's sex book in someone's house. It
seemed like other people -- especially Israelisalways had such relaxed, comfortable

attitudes toward sex. What were you supposed to do if you didn't? How could you ever
stop tripping over your own inhibitions? It was as if by a certain age, shame was supposed

to revert to ease. Even her own parents said things to her now about the clothes she wore,
how they were too loose and didn't show the pretty figure she had--presumably to a
potential husband.
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"Too bad you can't use these drawings in your portfolio. You could never show
this kind of stuff to a creative director."
"Yes! It's in my book," Rana assured her, spooning baba ganoush into Chava's little

open mouth.
"What kind of response did you get?" Naomi said, laughing and shaking her head.

liana shrugged and swept her hair off her face with fingers that had just been in her
child's mouth.

"Nobody say it's not good. Only they don't have a job."

************************* **
liana kept her word about introducing Naomi to Israeli men. Not long after that,
two of them met them in a bar. Shmuel chain-smoked and wore tight jeans. Gadi had a
familiar face--flat nose, blue eyes set close enough to give him the expression ofa benign
wolf, full lips--that could have belonged to one of the Jewish boys Naomi knew in college
or high school. But with his long ponytail and biker jacket, he was the kind of guy she
fantasized about slowdancing with under some Caribbean moon. She knew that was
unrealistic; couples didn't just exist in tropical locales, but did laundry together, shopped in
malls, argued over breakfast. But these prosaic activities were impossible to imagine and
seemed stifling, claustrophobic.

When he drove her home, Gadi was so eager to kiss her he didn't put the car in
park, just held his foot on the brake. It was a harsh kiss, lips and tongues scraping rather
than mingling, more a demand than an expression of affection.

"Okay! Okay! Just call me," she said, wiping her mouth and getting out. It hadn't

felt good, but she was glad it had happened, that someone had wanted to kiss her.
On their next date, they went for Thai food. When he took her home, again there
was more straining in the car. It was too much for her, too fast, and she said so.
"I thought American girl like to fuck," he said.
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Naomi laughed in a false-sounding, high-pitched tone. "You're so funny. Well, I
better go in now."
"What? When I can see you again?"
"We'll talk."

That night, in the early hours before dawn, she found herself abruptly awakened

from a lackluster dream about shopping. Nothing, no one, never. The words came again,
and she shivered, looking at the clock. She should have relished the three hours she had

left to sleep instead of waiting to bound out of bed and get away from her fears.

************************* **
Ilana missed three classes; Naomi figured she'd dropped out. Then Ilana called her
at work - -while she searched for an advertising position Naomi worked for a company that
compiled mailing lists -right before Thanksgiving. "I'm in hospital. I'm okay now, ehhhh,

but few week ago, not so good."

"What happened? What hospitalcan I visit you?"
She heard her smoky laugh.
"Ehhh -- psychiatric hospital, Naomi. I start crying, and I can't stop. I beg for Etan

to bring me here. He doesn't want. It's embarrass him." She sounded bitter.
"I want to see you," Naomi said. "Can I come Friday? I'll be off."
"If you like. You don't mind the hospital?"
"Just tell me where you are."

************************* **
She visited liana the Friday of Thanksgiving weekend -the day that officially

kicked off the Christmas shopping season, although most stores seemed to have dusted off
the fake trees and wrapped, empty boxes even before Halloween. She parked far enough
from the hospital so that she wouldn't have to use the pay lot and picked her way across
blackened snowdrifts and broken glass in the street. The stark state facility depressed her,
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with its cold tile floors and steel cabinets. She had to sign in at a big desk before they
called Rana to come get her.

Naomi didn't know what to expect. Rana wore no make-up, her hair was greasier
than before, and she seemed to have gained weight. Her skin was pasty and still smelled of
tobacco. She swung Naomi's hand lightly; her nails had grown long.

"You're allowed to smoke here?" Naomi asked in a lounge supplied with dull

yellow chairs and two years out of date Reader's Digests.
"Only here," she said, taking a pack of cigarettes from her pocket and lighting one,

her hair dangling too close to her mouth.
Naomi didn't know what to ask her about her illness- -what had happened, how it
felt - -so she waited to see what she'd say.

"You know what is lithium? I take."
"Until you're well?"

"Forever. Doctor say chemical imbalance. I always must take. But I'm go home
soon."

Another patient wandered in, wearing sunglasses and a t-shirt with a yellow ribbon
reading, Stop the Saddam-y now! "Rana! You got smokes?" he said.
She threw him the pack and the lighter.
"How's Gadi?" Rana arched her brows and smiled, tapping her lightly on the thigh.
In irritation, Naomi said, "I haven't talked to him lately."

"Too bad." She gave her a sly look. "He sexy."
"Who's watching Chava? Etan's okay with her?"

"Yes, she fine. Don't worry." Rana exhaled a stream of smoke. "Etan freak out

first, you know? But now is okay."
"Good."

"It's embarrass him," she said again, in the bitter tone she'd used on the phone.
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Naomi asked her if there were anything else she could do, and she said she was
fine; she'd call when she got out. She showed Naomi her room, smelling of baby powder.

Next to the bed was a nightstand with her belongings: sunglasses, a tiny purse. She set the
lighter and cigarettes down next to a phone.
"Come, I take you out," she said.

************************* **
Rana called to thank her two weeks later when she was back home, and invited her
over. The town's bright red and white Christmas lights thinned as Naomi neared the Jewish

and Indian neighborhood. She thought about the fact that she was going to visit someone
who had been institutionalized, who was on lithium even now. Her parents, who otherwise
would have encouraged a friendship with an Israeli woman--it might lead to single Jewish
men--would have freaked out. She admitted it made her feel daring and bohemian, like
being friends with Anne Sexton or Stevie Smith. But what if Rana got worse? And kept
expecting Naomi to visit her? She really hadn't known her that long--it didn't seem fair to
expect her to get involved.

A different Etan opened the door. He appeared tired, in a jogging outfit that made
him look dumpier and strands of oily hair combed over his bald spot. Naomi wondered at
his response to his wife's illness: shame? Anger?

"Come in, sit down. My wife will be out shortly. Might I get you a drink?"
Naomi sat in a canvas butterfly chair in a living room sprinkled with Chava's toys.

Remains of a meal--hummous, pita bread, diced tomato--littered the table.
"So nice to see you. I'm glad liana's friends are..." he paused, and ducked his head

into the refrigerator.
"What?"

"Just asking what you want to drink. We've got juice, wine..."
"Water will be fine."
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liana emerged from the bathroom, skin dewy, in a bathrobe. She had on tinted
glasses which made it impossible to see her eyes. She held a towel turbaned around her

head with one hand and a cigarette in the other.
"Hello Naomi! I am so glad you come. Now Etan can go."
Naomi glanced at her husband, who was quickly dumping the leftovers in the sink.
He wiped his sweating forehead and Naomi could practically feel his exhaustion.
"Where's Chava?"

"Asleep in the bedroom."

Dana walked over to Etan and they whispered in Hebrew.
"So good to see you, Naomi. Drop in again, won't you? I'll be off now," he said.
"He meet some Israeli friend. I want to talk to you. Come, sit."

Dana pulled her onto the couch beside her. Then she got up and brought a bottled
of wine, two smudged glasses, and an ashtray.
Two glasses later, liana was asking about her love life.
"Why pretty girl like you does not have boyfriend? Israeli men like you. Gadi,
Shmuel. They both think you nice."

She forced a smile. She couldn't read the expression behind the tinted glasses.

"I don't know why. I always thought it was my looks, but I guess I'm not what
guys want."

Dana leaned over and touched Naomi's hair, like a mother would. "Not looks. You
beautiful, Naomi. Any man would think it."

Naomi nodded her thanks. Beautiful was an exaggeration, although she knew she
had come far from her adolescent ugliness. Still, becoming better-looking had only shown
her that her fear had as much to do with male avoidance of her as any physical flaw. It was

hard to admit you were terrified of men and sex--hard to know where to go with that
information. Better to blame it on your looks, on men being idiots and jerks. Better, in
fact, to find the ones who were idiots and jerks.
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"When was last time you have sex?" liana reached for the bottle to top off her
glass.

Naomi hoped the sympathy factor in telling the truth would outweigh the shame.
"Ummm, never." Now she was glad liana's glasses were tinted. "My sex life's been

kind of permanently delayed." She managed a small laugh. It used to bother her that her
high school peers were so far ahead in sexual experience, but now she found a kind of
martyr's glory in it. You started out waiting until you were married, like your parents told
you, then it became until you found the love of your life, then just love, and then finally,

you realized, you were just waiting for a relationship. Period.

"Never! Naomi! But you are 26!" She looked her up and down and rubbed her
thigh gently. "This terrible! How it happen?"

"You mean, didn't happen?" She forced a laugh. "I was waiting for the right one,
you know? I just never met him."

She could never have explained it all to Rana, someone who took sex for granted
and had probably been having it when Naomi was still in braces, drawing pictures of

horses. It wasn't Ilana's fault Naomi had never sex, but she was angry that Rana had entry

to this realm, knew its codes and the rules. A whole unspoken language of eye contact,
head-shaking, walking and dressing barred Naomi from this land of sexual fulfillment.

The erotic pictures were gone from the walls.
"I know lots of women that aren't having sex. It's no big deal," she said. "Hey,
what happened to your pictures? On the wall?"
"Etan take them down when I'm in hospital. Naomi, I still don't understand. You
beautiful."

She reached out her long nails and touched Naomi's hair again. Naomi jerked
away. People who were very sexual didn't always seem to restrict themselves to one sex.
"Sorry. I scare you."
"No, it's fine." She sat, arms folded, legs pressed together.
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"I find man for you. You don't like Gadi, but--ehhh--maybe someone else. At least
you not marry and boring. You still have the chance."

Maybe Gadi wasn't so bad. He might be a good person to experiment with--too
ridiculous and superficial to take seriously, but possibly a good person to learn from. She
was tired of waiting for someone to fall in love with.

************************* **
She and Gadi had dinner at an Italian restaurant, and Naomi drank a lot of wine.
When Gadi moved closer to her, pushing his knee against hers, rubbing her back, his wine
and garlic breath tickling her face, she allowed it. He drove her home and again tried to
kiss her without stopping the car. She said, "Why don't you park the car this time? Come
up for a minute."

Gadi operated without social amenities or pretense. As soon as she'd closed her
door, he kissed her against the wall, his fingers immediately zooming to her thighs. She

pulled away from him to catch her breath and he grabbed her again, leading her onto the

living room rug, where his weight on top of her felt both oppressive and protective,
comforting. Here was a chance to get it over with, with someone who didn't matter.
He removed the soft, cranberry-colored sweater she'd bought hoping it would be
her "date sweater." He was breathing heavily, and she realized she felt excited, too, not so
much with lust as a scientific curiosity. What was it going to feel like? What would he do

to make her feel good?
She could smell sweat and spice as he took off more of his clothes. The ubiquitous
chest hair gene shared by Israeli soldiers--Mediterraneans--seemed to have missed him: he

had the smooth, skinny, hairless chest of an Anglo. But he didn't allow her a slow
inventory of his body, or take one of hers. He kissed her as he had in the car, in a severe,
almost violent way, with lips and tongue scraping her neck and shoulders. He moved to
her breasts and instead of the kisses she expected, he bit the skin. She moved her hands
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through his hair, hoping that was what women did. Gadi rolled off and started rummaging
in a pants pocket, extracting a silver foil packet.
"You have condoms?" Naomi asked. "Do you always carry them around?"
"What carry? I go out with you."
Then he was back on top of her again, pushing and shoving himself into her, into

skin that hadn't yet been made to want it. She grimaced, but he continued, and she found
herself watching him like a spectator, waiting for it to be over. She couldn't believe how
much it hurt; hadn't an active lifestyle, regular exercise, helped at all? He groaned, and
things accelerated: rhythmic and quick bouncing like a sewing machine, accompanied by

panting, and then a long shudder, before he seemed to be through. He sunk, sweating, and
turned over. It must have been better if the person loved you.
Gadi lay, eyes closed, and she wondered if he were angry, if she hadn't been up to
par. Finally, he sighed and looked around him.

He stared down, panicked. "What happen, you--"
A pool of blood darkened the rug beneath them.
"Don't worry. It was my first time."

Gadi squinted at her. "I thought you say you 26."
"I am. Never mind." Naomi sat up, smiled, thinking about offering him some more

wine to celebrate.
He jammed his legs quickly into his jeans. "I have to go. It late."

************************* **
The next weekend Naomi went to a Chanukah party with Dana and Chava. Gadi
hadn't called after that hurried departure and Naomi didn't mind; she was more concerned

about the stain on her rug, a literal badge of blood in this struggle. liana looked much
better--the medicine seemed to be helping. She'd taken off a few pounds and was back in
spiked heels and tight pants. It wasn't Naomi's style, but she had to admit it was effective:
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as they walked along the street, Chava holding both their hands, the Israeli and Indian men
in the neighborhood gave liana the eye.

The Chanukah party was held in an Israeli restaurant, where everyone seemed to
be Israeli or Russian. Several nervous-looking American women rushed around,

organizing things and screaming back to the kitchen to see if the latkes were ready. liana
sat on a folding chair and smoked, while her child played dreidle with a group of kids.

"Etan want to go to Israel. For holiday. I don't want!" she told Naomi.
"With Chava too?"

"Yes. Family trip. I have not been in Israeli two year. But now I don't want. Maybe
next year."

Rana looked around at the room full of women and children, except for a few
middle-aged Russian men smoking heavily.

"For you, there is no one here. But I soon invite Israeli friend."
Naomi swallowed a prickle of irritation. "liana, there are other things in life. I'm
looking for a job, and frankly, that's what I'm most worried about."

She pushed her knee. "Come on! You never have sex. It time. You want."

Naomi wasn't going to tell liana about GadiIlana would probably never stop
talking about it, laughing, congratulating her as if something good had happened. It hadn't
changed anything, except that she awoke the next day feeling slightly sore. But it was out

of the way now, and at least if she met someone she could take seriously, she wouldn't
have to be starting at zero again.
In the women's restroom, there was a dispenser on the wall that sold condoms
instead of tampons. These Israelis! They probably used condoms more often than
tampons--a way of life Naomi couldn't begin to imagine. It wasn't fair.

************************* **
Naomi didn't talk to Rana for a while after that, and she actually found she wanted
to see her and the little girl. There was something about liana's faith in her--that Naomi
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was attractive, would soon find a lover - -that Naomi found reassuring but hard to believe,

like a fairy tale about a princess temporarily consigned to rags. And Chava was so
adorable. Naomi called them during the long bridge between winter and spring, when
Chicago bogged down in cold rain and grey days and the talk on the radio about baseball's
opening day seemed a joke.

"How's Chava doing? How are you?"
"It's okay. Etan works so much. How are you? You have boyfriend?"
She felt the familiar annoyance that this was the first thing liana asked.
"I had an interview this week for a new job. I'm hoping it'll lead to something."

"Good. Chava ask about you. She say, What's happen to the pretty friend? Where
she went?"'

"Let's get together, okay?"
Chava immediately wriggled into Naomi's lap when she met them in the Israeli

restaurant and she felt herself almost tearing up and didn't speak for a moment. Chava
looked up into Naomi's face, her huge brown eyes scanning it, her small fingers touching
her skin and playing with her hair.

"It' so pretty. Your hair's so pretty," she said, fmgering it.

"Thanks, Chava." She smiled and looked at her mother, whose hair was the two
different colors it had always been. liana looked tired--pouches under her eyes, greyish
skin.

"I so glad you call. I think maybe you don't be my friend now, because I sick."

"Oh liana." She tried to say it so it sounded like a laugh.
The waitress came and Dana ordered in Hebrew. A group of Israeli men sitting in

the back booth leered over at them, and Naomi wished liana hadn't been wearing such
bright red lipstick.

"You're better though, aren't you? I mean, you're on the medication, and you're
fine, right?"
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"Naomi, could you feed me?" Chava asked, pushing her empty plate in front of
her. "I want felafel."

"It's coming, sweetie," she said.

Rana looked at her as if surprised, then pulled out a Marlboro pack. "She not listen
to me. She pay attention only to you, want to see you, talk to you. Ehhh, it's not matter,"
Rana said, brushing her hair off her face.

"Naomi, why don't you visit us? We want to see you," Chava said. "We miss you."
Naomi laughed, looking at Rana. "She's so friendly."

"Why don't you visit us?" the child called out again, louder. Some of the Israeli
men looked at them through their cloud of smoke.
"Honey, I am visiting with you. Right now."

"It's not enough. You should come over. When Mommy and Daddy yell at each
other."

Naomi stared toward the kitchen, wishing the waitress would come.
"She don't understand," Rana said, blowing out a stream of smoke. "I in the
hospital, she with her father..."

"I want Naomi! I want Naomi to come and stay with me!" Chava yelled. "Mommy,
why can't she?"

She put her arms around Naomi and held her head against her stomach. Naomi
found herself blushing, as other people in the restaurant looked at their table. She smiled,
put her hand on the little girl's head.
"It's okay, Chava. Don't worry. Everything will be fine."

"I don't know what to do with her," Rana said. "When I go in hospital. Maybe I
bring her back to Israel."

"No! I want to stay here. With Naomi."
"Well, Ill probably never have kids of my own, so this is nice," Naomi said, hoping
to make Rana laugh.
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"Kids a lot of work. Not so easy to live," Rana said.
Everything was always such a struggle--no wonder the woman was obsessed with

sex. Although sex, as Naomi knew now, could be a struggle too.

************************* **
In the early summer, Naomi was offered a job writing catalog copy for a garden
supply company. Even though the salary was only two thousand dollars more than she'd
been making, the office was in a hip loft district, where the kind of men roamed the streets
that Naomi liked to look at. The job seemed more creative, certainly more responsible,
and she felt like an adult, for a change. She celebrated by rewarding herself with a black
shift dress, discreet but still sexier than anything she'd previously owned, to wear on warm
summer nights to parties or shows. She imagined herself, slim and hip in black pants and

silver jewelry, going to gallery openings after work with a date.
One night that first week, there was a message from Rana on the machine: "Naomi!
I in hospital again."

She hadn't said where--it might've been the same one. Naomi could've called her

husband and asked, but she ignored it.
It was warm enough to sleep with the windows open, letting in a slight breeze. She
looked at the answering machine before she shut the light. Rana wouldn't call her again,

would she? That seemed ridiculous.

At 4:15 a.m., the phone rang. On the fourth ring, the machine went on, and Naomi
heard the Israeli accent "Hello? Hello? I need to see you. I need--ehhh..."
Naomi clutched her blanket.
The voice paused to sob. Then Rana said, "Oh my love, where are you? Come

back. I want you to come back. You are gone from me--"
There was a rapid burst of Hebrew. The voice ranted, pleaded, cried. Naomi hoped
the machine would cut her off, but the tape kept going. Shaking, Naomi got out of bed,
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and put her bathrobe on, as if Ilona could see her. She made her way over to the phone, on
a low table in the living room, and picked it up, turning off the machine.
"Hello, Rana?"

liana didn't seem to hear her. She continued speaking in Hebrew.
"I can't help you, Ilona. I wish I could, but I can't," she said.
There was silence on the line. Naomi felt chilled; Rana, in her frenzy, had heard
her.

"Do you know who this is? Naomi Solomon? You called me. I'm your friend, but
I can't help you. I'm sorry."
Ilona said nothing. Then she sang a children's song, as if to calm herself. She sang

for a few minutes, and then abruptly, hung up.
Naomi stumbled back into bed. Her entire body shivered, but she didn't want to

close the window, to cut off access to outside. She spread a heavier blanket across her and
huddled under both of them, trying to breathe deeply, think calming thoughts and picture
peaceful summer meadows. This was the usual hour for her feelings of panic: nothing, no
one, never. When she wished there was a man in her bed but had to admit it would never

happen. Tonight she knew there was another person out there also feeling completely
alone. And they could do nothing for each other.

************************* **
When Naomi got home from work the next day there was another garbled EnglishHebrew message on the machine. Calling for her daughter and a bunch of Hebrew names
Naomi didn't recognize, but not her husband's. Screaming. Crying. Naomi wasn't sure
whom Ilana thought she was calling. She phoned Eton.
"I'm sorry to bother you. This is Naomi Solomon. Is Ilana in the hospital again?"
"I'm afraid she is."
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She twisted the phone cord around and around her hand. "Look, I'm sorry about
this, but she's been calling me from the hospital. Last night she called at four in the
morning. Can you tell me where she is?"

"She couldn't have done. They shut the phones at night." She was sure he was
angered that she was more concerned about the calls than his wife.
"Is she at the same hospital?"
"No...she's in hospital in Evanston." He sighed, sounding exhausted.

"Do you have the number? Let me just call there and check. To make sure. Then

you don't have to bother," she said, trying to sound helpful.
He gave her the number. She could have turned the machine off when she went to

bed, but this could not continue.
"Is liana Gideon a patient there?" Naomi asked the nurse.

"I'm sorry, we can't put calls through to that room."
"I don't want to speak to her. She's been calling me. Does she have a phone?"
"We have pay phones in the lounge."

"She called me three times in the last 24 hours. Once at four in the morning. I feel
very sorry for her, but this is intolerable."
"That's very strange," the nurse said, suddenly sounding human. "I wonder how

she got to a phone at that hour. We turn the patients' phones off at ten."
Naomi breathed out heavily. "Please, I'm not making this up. Could you just check
and make sure her phone is turned off tonight?"

"Sure. I'm very sorry that happened to you. I can understand why you're upset."
Naomi thanked her and got off the phone, feeling guilty and sad. liana was ill, a
ranting voice beyond help, beyond social niceties. The goodwill of a friend couldn't help

her now. Before Naomi went to bed, she turned off the sound again. The next morning no
one had called.
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Three weeks later, while Naomi was reading a magazine, Rana phoned and
apologized in a normal voice. She had no recollection she'd called but her husband had
told her.

"It's okay. You didn't know what you were doing. Don't worry about it," Naomi
said. Her voice was strange to her: overly nice, soothing, the tone of someone trying to
get away from another person as quickly as possible.

"I can't remember. He bring me. I stop taking the medicine, and he bring me."

"I hope you're better now, liana."
"Better. But I want to go back to Israel. With my child. Leave him!"
She began to sob.
"I'm so sorry, liana. I'm so sorry that you're in pain," Naomi said. "I wish there

were something I could do." She recognized the stupid, ineffectual words she'd said the
night it happened and wondered if liana remembered them, too. She couldn't help her, she
could barely keep her own life from drifting into ridiculous parody--the frustrating
loneliness, the incident with Gadi, the pointless advertising job search. Perhaps what
separated liana and Naomi was not sex, after all, but a willingness to share with others:

her body, her terrors, her disappointment.
"Naomi, you my friend. So nice, so pretty. So good friend," liana said, sobbing.
"Oh Naomi."

All the comforting words people usually said at such times--it's okay, you'll be fine,

things will get better, I know how you feel--seemed empty and pointless. Naomi thought

of saying, I can't help you, Rana, and that's the hardest part for both of us to realize. But
she couldn't say that either, so she remained there on the phone, listening to the woman
weep.
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Empire

The day at the beach was Anu's idea: she was trying to spend as much time as
possible with her aunt Suparna, who was dying of bone cancer. Suparna's son Mahesh
would drive them to the Michigan dunes, and Anu would bring her friend Jean, just back
from Toronto and broken-hearted over a Canadian geologist. Anu's husband Rajiv had to
work.

Suparna had been dying for a long time; at times the disease seemed to recede, the

danger over, but now things had worsened, her hair was gone, and Mahesh was taking her
more frequently to the hospital. Supama was stoic and calm through both chemotherapy
and remission, not letting hopes be raised, but Mahesh took it upon himself to enact all the
drama his mother denied herself. He bungee-jumped, whipped around on his Harley, and

took up martial arts. His latest obsession was Japanese swordsmanship; he spent hours at
classes where students wielded heavy, burnished, ancient weapons in elaborate ceremonial
dances of death.

Mahesh and his mother pulled up in Suparna's station wagon at Anu's place, a few
blocks away from them in a vast Indian neighborhood on Chicago's north side. Arm found

them sitting silently while a talk radio station blared. Anu gave Mahesh directions to the
Wicker Park neighborhood where Jean lived, a neighborhood still on the fringes, inhabited
by struggling artists and shrewd investors hoping gentrification would catch on.

While they waited for Jean to lock her three locks, a radio announcer pushed
hemorrhoid cream. Sunday morning talk programming seemed to assume, probably
rightly, that only the elderly were listening.

"Mahesh, turn that down, please," Anu said.
"Why does she live here?" Mahesh said irritably.
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"They don't pay her much at the museum," Mu said, covering a yawn with her
hand.

"So why doesn't she get a better job?"
Why, why, why: he was like a child you had to explain everything to.
"She likes it."

Jean waved from the doorway and smiled tentatively at Suparna. She got in the

back seat, displaying what Mu recognized as her best behavior with Indians. Jean didn't
mean to be culturally insensitive, quite the opposite. In every conversation she expressed

her interest in India, in cultures once colonized by the great British Empire. Mu used to
see her fumbling questions, her comparisons to the U.S., as patronizing, making Mu feel
like she had to be the voice of India. By now Mu had seen Jean fumble through enough
other situations to separate Jean from her well-meant intentions.
It took about an hour and a half to get to Michigan. All their friends said Indiana's

dunes, which were closer, weren't as pretty. Mahesh told a few raunchy sex jokes while
Supama sat silently beside him, looking out the window. They couldn't see the lake, which
was more like an ocean, from the road--only tall hills covered with scrub grass and
brambles. Every few feet another fruit stand enticed city tourists with blueberries for $1.40
a pound or raspberries, strawberries, locally grown corn. This was the America Anu had
imagined before she'd moved here as a young married woman. Farmstands--not the IndoPakistani chaos of Devon Avenue, where immigrants found asefetida for their cooking,
Hindi movies, and appliances which worked on both voltages. Further into Michigan, you

hit the lakeside resorts: Union Pier, New Buffalo, Saugatuck--the midwestem Cape Cod.
She and Rajiv had spent a weekend in Saugatuck, eating dairy products in restaurants,
surrounded by staring people.
Mahesh turned off the road onto a driveway lined by picnic tables, and they

emerged in a parking lot between dunes and beach. Suparna got out of the car slowly. She
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wore big glasses magnifying her brown eyes, and a thin gold chain around her neck. The
green and gold of the sari's pattern glinted in the sunshine.
"I'll stay here," she said, as Mahesh took a small beach chair from the trunk. "Set it
under that tree and I'll be fine."

"You want to sit in the parking lot?" Mahesh asked.
"Under the tree. Near the snack bar."
Mahesh shook his head.
"Walking anywhere will make me tired," Supama said.

"Fine." He lifted a cooler from the car, and dragged the beach chair toward a tree.
A long line of dunes rose away from the lake in a gradual incline- -the other sides

of the hills seen from the car. On top of the highest one, you could see the tiny figures of
climbers.

"Suparna, we're going to take a hike. Hey, go take a hike!" Anu repeated to Jean,
laughing. "Do you mind if we leave you for a few hours? We'll come back for lunch."
"I'll be fine here, in the shade. You go and have a bit of fun."

"We'll see you around noonish, then," Mu said, kissing the old woman's cheek. In
her straw hat and orange sari, she would be impossible to miss, a silent, serene figure
guarding the parking lot.

************************* **
Following Mahesh, Jean and Mu made their way up to a trail in the grass of the
dunes. Here and there a pine tree spread shade on the sand.
"How was Toronto?" Mahesh called back to Jean, as she stared at his caramelcolored neck. He wore his hair in a sleek black wedge that made him look like a chic
young city guy. Jean had wondered why he still lived with his mother at 26, but now that
she was sick, it would probably be hard to leave.
"Didn't Mu tell you? Simon dumped me."

He didn't turn around. "That's too bad. Hey, look at that bird! Is that a peregrine?"
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"I'll get out my bird-watching manual," Anu joked.

Jean had been attracted to Mahesh, when she first met him and hadn't realized how
young he was, even though he was actually only two years her junior. It was just like him
to abruptly change the subject from her disaster with Simon; he never discussed his own
lovelife, had never been seen on a date that Anu mentioned. Jean had speculated he might
be gay but afraid of Suparna's disapproval.
"Not gay. Just a confused adolescent," Anu had said.

Now Mahesh sprinted ahead of them, running back to report he saw a couple in
the bushes ahead "humping like dogs."

"Then let's avoid the area. Are they near the path?" Anu asked.
"Damn. Okay, well go this way," Mahesh said, leading them closer to the lake.
The sun was beginning to heat the day uncomfortably but the breeze from the lake
offered cooling relief.

"I came out here last week to drop acid. The colors were awesome," Mahesh said.
"Mahesh is trying to experience all kinds of things," Anu said.

"I never tried acid. I guess I'm just a wimp where drugs are concerned," Jean said.
"I like a glass of wine once in a while."

Mahesh stopped walking, eyes focused on the lake.

"Man, look at those speedboats. That's what I gotta try. Those kick ass."
Anu stopped, too, to Jean's relief.
"Should we take a water break?" she asked.

************************* **
When they met Suparna for lunch back at the tree, she said she'd finished her book
and had hardly noticed the time.
"How was the hike?"

"Excellent," Mahesh said. "I gotta come back here and camp overnight. Without

the hordes of tourists."
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"Mahesh, we hardly saw anyone," Jean said.

"Except those two fucking."
"Mahesh!" Anu said, while she and Jean stared at Suparna. She sat quietly, hands
folded primly in her lap.

"Let's get the cooler out," Mahesh said, making for the car. He dragged over the
large cooler Anu had packed with provisions: samosas, spicy eggplant and chickpea
masalas, plenty of naan bread to blot the heat, and iced tea. Watching him take the food
out, in bright plastic containers of red and yellow, Jean remembered the one time she'd
ridden on his motorcycle: at night, with no helmet since he didn't own one. She'd cringed
when he'd taken out sunglasses to protect his eyes. Pressed against his back and thighs, in
this position of forced intimacy, Jean had felt again how ridiculous it was to ever think of
this boyish person as a potential mate.

Oddly, this happened the night of the day Jean had met Simon, the Canadian
geologist. She'd been attracted to him but hadn't yet known she would fall in love. She'd
scarcely thought of mentioning it that night at dinner with Rajiv and Anu, but then Mahesh
had shown up at their house and offered her this chance to ride his Harley.

************************* **
"Are you doing okay here in the sun? You weren't too warm?" Anu asked
Supama.
"It was lovely here. Quite peaceful."

"This afternoon I'm gonna hit some new trails. I can probably cover about ten
miles," Mahesh said.

Jean and Anu looked at each other, Jean hoping Mu would share her fatigue.
"I think we may stay here with Suparna. I really don't want to hike anymore. Is

that okay?" Mu asked Jean.
"You read my mind."

"What a bunch of wimps. Are you guys out of shape, or what?"
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"We just don't have anything to prove," Anu said. "Suparna, maybe we can move
over to the beach. Would that be okay?"
"I like the shade of this tree."

"As long as you're comfortable. But I thought we brought an umbrella?"
"What about my needs? Why doesn't anyone ever ask about me?" Mahesh said.

"Mahesh, everyone is always asking about you," Mu said.
It was now obvious to Jean why Mahesh still lived with his mother. Who else
would've put up with everything?

************************* **
When Mahesh trotted back to the dunes, Anu got the large beach umbrella from
the trunk and moved Suparna's things. She spread out two towels for her and Jean, and
they set up a little camp on the beach, which had become more crowded, but wasn't too
bad for a Sunday in August. Closer to the water, children played and built sandcastles,
yelling at each other. On a nearby family's radio, the Cubs were losing to the Mets.

"It's always strikes me as funny how people come to the lake but don't swim," Mu
said.

"Like us?" Jean said.

"The water's just so damn cold. Don't you think so, Suparna ?"
"I never swam in it."

Anu knew Suparna was glad to have company. She hoped Jean and Suparna didn't

feel too strange around each other.

"Jean's just been to Toronto," Mu said.
"Were you there on business?" Supama asked.
"Visiting a friend."

"I've never been to Canada. I grew up in India, you know. Mahesh's father and I
came here years ago, before he was born. We settled in Chicago, but then he decided he
liked California better. Without me."
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Jean had never asked about Mahesh's father; she knew only that he'd left them
when Mahesh was a small child.

"I've had a good life," she went on. "I'm not afraid of dying."

Anu and Jean exchanged a look.
"Everyone has a time to die. I just worry about Mahesh, that's all."
"Is your cancer very painful?" Jean asked.

"Some of the time. Right now it isn't. They want you to take painkillers, but then
you're out of commission. The whole thing's a great bother. I wish it would be over."

"Auntie, don't say that. We want you to stay around," Anu said, reaching for
Suparna's hand, which felt surprisingly dry in the heat.

"I've had cancer so long. The first time was over twenty years ago, did you know
that? I had a breast removed."
No one said anything for a few minutes. They watched a child chase a kite up the
beach.

"Why do you worry about Mahesh?" Jean asked.
Suparna laughed. "Do you think he's a mature adult, able to take care of himself?"

Anu snorted. "I've never seen him ruder to you than since you got sick."
Suparna waved at her, as if to dismiss it. "He's just a child. Doesn't know what to
make of anything."

She leaned toward Jean. "What sort of things did you do in Toronto?"
Jean shrugged. "The usual tourist activities: shopping, sightseeing, restaurants."
"It's supposed to be a very clean place. Was it clean?" Her magnified brown eyes
searched Jean's.

"Oh yes. And the people are so polite."
"I never had much use for the British. They were in India when I was a little girl."
"Jean loves the British. She's obsessed with the Empire," Anu said, laughing.

Jean looked embarrassed. "I'm not."
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"Yes, you are," Mu shook her foot in Jean's direction, making the little gold
bangles around her ankle jingle. "You're an Anglophile!"

Jean laughed, turning toward Suparna. "Ever since I was a kid, I've been interested
in England. I don't know- -the Queen, tea, the Beatles. Something about it appealed to me.
So when I got older I kind of generalized to the whole Commonwealth. Anywhere they
play cricket--"

Suparna shielded her eyes and looked at Jean.
"Do they play cricket in Canada?"

Jean looked sheepish, as if this were some critical fact she should be able to call

up. "I don't know."
Suparna smiled at her, and Mu wondered at this change in Jean: embarrassed
about loving England! When they'd first met, in a University of Chicago humanities

classroom, Jean was so excited by life in Britainthe anti-Thatcher mood, the hodgepodge
of Indo-Pakistani take-out places that studded the country, now more integral than
Shakespeare.

"Suparna, I'm going to take a nap. Do you mind?" Mu asked.
"Go ahead, dear. I'll doze off, too."
"When I get up, I may go for a walk. So don't be alarmed if I'm gone."
"Or me," Jean said.

Suparna said, "I'll save your spots," and for some reason, both of them found that
very funny.

************************* **
When Jean opened her eyes, Mu was reading. Suparna's eyes were closed under
her wide-brimmed straw hat. Anu nodded to Jean, closed her book, and they got up and
walked toward the water. At this hour, with the angle of the sun, the water looked like
iron; it had a striking clarity to it.
"Why is Mahesh such a jerk to her?" Jean asked.
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"He's angry. She's deserting him. It's irrational, but Mahesh is pretty immature. The
father ran out on them when he was so young."

Jean kicked the sand. They walked close to the water's edge. When the tide came
in, it was shockingly cold, especially compared to the warm air.
"It's so disrespectful and awful."

Mu sighed. "It's like his stupid bungee jumping. He's trying to test death--it's like
he's daring it to get him, too."

Jean nodded and kept walking. She didn't seem to be too depressed about Toronto
anymore, so Mu asked, "How are you feeling? Are you missing Simon?"

"Yeah, but he caused me so much pain. I don't want him back. I just want to be
over this, already."

Mu sighed. She didn't know whether to encourage Jean to talk about it, or get her
mind onto something else. She looked toward the dunes. "Where do you think Mahesh
is?"

"Probably in some hideaway freebasing heroin up there. For thrills."
They both laughed.
"At least you're dealing with your misery. I just wish Mahesh would let himself feel

some of his pain. Instead of blasting it out with danger," Mu said.
"When's she going to die?"

"The doctors keep saying soon. But she's already lived much longer than
expected."

Mu worried about her aunt, and her cousin, and now Jean. She had too many
people to worry about. This might have been a day at the beach, but it was no holiday.

Mu remembered when Jean had talked about being attracted to Mahesh; it had passed
quickly when Jean got to know him better and complained about his immaturity and lack

of focus. But Jean, too was childlike--that was why it could never have worked. Even the
snake tattoo on her ankle she'd gotten the year before made her seem innocent, an adult
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trusting in youth that would last, that would never make something like a tattoo
ridiculous.

Jean's hair- -light brown and curly, worn long and center- parted reminded Anu of

a protected English child, waiting to be given pudding and be read Beatrix Potter stories,
probably by a nanny. Only someone naive would have fallen the way Jean did for Simon

after such a short time, getting so attached. She didn't know enough about protecting
herself and cutting her losses; she'd wanted to believe in magic and love conquering all.

Anu was aware of how depressed Jean had been since she came back; she'd wormed it out
of Jean that she'd spent a week staying home and ordering in ribs, crying in the bathtub.

************************* **
When Mahesh came back from his solitary hike, Anu and Jean were camped on the
towels again. He wiped his forehead, sat down on the sand and said, "Man, did I see a

choice piece of ass just now up there! Made me wish rd come here with a couple of sixpacks and some babes."

"Mahesh, come with me to get a pop. Want anything, anyone?" Anu said, getting
up before Jean could try to come, grabbing Mahesh by the arm.
"No thanks," Suparna said.

Anu dragged her cousin across the parking lot, and when they got to the small
snack shack, sat down at a picnic table. He climbed up on the table spattered with ketchup
stains, the ropy muscles in his legs and arms strangely adult-like on his waif-like body.

"Why do you talk like that in front of her? Don't you have any respect at all? Don't
you realize how sick she is?"
"I didn't bring any change," he said. "Did you?"

"I'm serious, Mahesh. You're going to be sorry about the way you talk to her.
Later on."

"I live with her. I have plenty of chances to talk to her."
"But do you?"
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************************* **
Suparna looked down at Jean with her magnified eyes.

"Tell me about what happened in Toronto. With your friend. Mu said you had
something of a bad time."

Jean blushed and looked down, picking sand out from between her toes.
"Oh it's nothing compared to what you've been going through."
"I hope you don't think I'm prying. But you had gone to visit some young man,
right? She said it's been a bit rough."

"I really don't think it's important. I mean, I know how sick you've--"

Suparna interrupted. "I can't just think about how sick I am. Sometimes I want to
hear about other people's troubles. Now this young man was Canadian, right? So did you
meet him there?"

Jean shielded her eyes and looked up at her. "He came to the museum where I
work to help catalogue an exhibition. My job handles the historical aspect of these showsancient empires and the debris they leave behind--but he does the scientific angle. Dating
materials."

"So you two worked together and fell in love?"
Jean tried to keep her voice even. "Umm, he didn't fall in love with me, I don't
think. And it didn't happen overnight. I got to know him because he was here for a while.

We went to Cubs games, had picnics at the lake. You know, the usual."
Suparna was nodding rapidly, as if she wanted Jean to go on.
"So anyway, I really thought this was something. He was like the first guy I've
really felt that strongly about. And it seemed like he cared about me, too."

"Things were different when you got to Toronto, I take it?"
Jean sighed and started making designs in the sand with her thumb.
"He was really cold. Had to much work to spend time with me, told me my

expectations had been too high. That it had been fun, but that was about it."
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Suparna slapped her hands down on the sides of her chair. "What can you do in
this life without high expectations, tell me that!"

Jean was startled; she thought the woman was going to stand up and shout.
"My son has no expectations. Look at him! He just lets things happen and never
takes responsibility."

Jean looked across the sandy asphalt and sure, enough, saw Anu and Mahesh
coming back. Anu's sandals crunched across the pavement but Mahesh's feet were bare.
"This young man in Toronto was afraid," Suparna said. "You weren't afraid. So
you won."

***************************
The worst part about dying was going to be leaving Mahesh. She'd often wished
Mahesh would move out, find his own place, but when she became sick, it had seemed
foolish to insist. She knew most traditional mothers who had been raised in India, like

herself, would want to die with their son married, but she was glad he wasn't. How could
he have taken care of another person?
Her own brief marriage, arranged in India, had fallen apart in Chicago under the

strain of fast food restaurants and easy American divorces. It was for the best; things were
too different here and she'd coped well after her husband had said he was leaving for
California. She knew that when Mahesh visited him, he sat in a room with the radio on,

reading for hours, not talking to the boy. But that was between the two of them.

************************* **
Mahesh squatted down next to her chair.
"I found the most awesome view. From the top of that dune," he said. "It's really
not that difficult, Mom. I think it's something you should do. It's worth it."
She took her glasses off to shake them at him. "Climb that? Are you joking?"
"I'll help you. We'll go slow. Really, it's worth the climb. It's something you'll
remember."
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Suparna saw Anu and Jean look at each other in panic. She didn't want them to be
that afraid for her.

"Shouldn't we be heading home?" Mu asked.
"Not yet." Suparna stood up and stretched. "I'm going to climb up that dune first
and have a look."
Mu and Jean exchanged looks again, and Mahesh smiled, collapsing her folding
chair and taking her hand.
"Let's be off then," Suparna said.

The four of them set out toward the dune. Mahesh put his arm around Suparna.
Mu and Jean walked behind them, more slowly.
Suparna heard Anu whisper, "She probably won't get another chance."
The approach to the dune was a gradual incline in the sand, where they could still
walk. Imperceptibly, the angle changed and all of them, including Suparna, were forced to
their knees to crawl up. Mahesh helped: he held an arm around her waist and they went
slowly. Suparna paused after about ten minutes, and saw the girls too, stop behind them.
She could hear them breathing hard.
The dune became steeper, and she could feel the air at her back and the distance
below. There was a moment, halfway suspended up the dune, when it seemed like she had

to decide whether to go on or turn back: her lungs and heart pounded with disbelief.
Mahesh was panting, too; he waited to see what his mother would do and stayed beside

her without a word.
Suparna kept going, making her way up the sand dune, lips set, hands balled into

fists that tried for a grasp. She could see and hear the figures at the top now; there were
only a few more feet to go, so she kept on, slowly, dragging herself vertically.
Finally, level ground was a three minute crawl away, and they heaved themselves

up. The plateau's vastness was a surprise. It overlooked not only the lake, but the
Michigan countryside in the other direction, where they had come from. They could see
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the road, fields, and the darker land on that side, apple orchards hinting at the coming of
autumn. American farmland, still green and fertile.

Suparna stood up, hat still on, holding onto the branch of a tree. Now that they
were safely up, Mahesh stood several feet away from her, hands on his hips, feet planted
firmly, nodding at the view.

Jean and Mu walked over to Suparna and looked where she did: the far away
distance of Lake Michigan. The beach was just a tiny rim lining the enormous silver bowl

of the water. They couldn't make anything out besides the blacktop, the sand, and the dark
grains which were actually people.

Suparna held out her hands to them, squeezing both.
"Look at how far you've come," she said.

